Board of Directors
Scott Moote, President
Caroline Veale, Secretary
Daniel Niebaum, Treasurer
Janet Figueroa, Member

Bella Mente Charter School
Board Meeting Agenda
May 11, 2021
Type of Meeting: Regular Board Meeting
Location: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/2734378078267947536
You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: +1 (213) 929-4212
Access Code: 207-875-501
I.

CLOSED SESSION (None)
6:30 PM
Call to order, roll call and establishment of quorum
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In accordance with Government Code Section 54957, the Board will meet in closed session to consider: PERSONNEL
MATTERS-(None)
In accordance with Government Code Section 54956.8, the Board will meet in closed session to consider: REAL ESTATE
MATTERS- (None)
In accordance with Government Code Section 54957.6, the Board will meet in closed session to consider: PUBLIC
EMPLOYEE EVALUATION (None)
In accordance with Government Code Section 54956.9, the Board will meet in closed session to consider: CHARGE OR
COMPLAINT INVOLVING INFORMATION PROTECTED BY FEDERAL LAW - (None)
In accordance with Government Code Section 54956.9, the Board will meet in closed session to consider: CONFERENCE
WITH LEGAL COUNSEL—ANTICIPATED LITIGATION Significant exposure to litigation pursuant to Gov. Code
§54956.9(d)(2) and/or §54956.9(d)(4) - None.

II. OPEN SESSION/REGULAR MEETING
Call to order, roll call and establishment of quorum
III. ACTION ITEMS CONSIDERED IN CLOSED SESSION
PUBLIC COMMENTS/COMMUNITY MEMBERS: Any member of the audience who wishes to hold and speak to an item on the
agenda should send an email to jmeeker@bellamentecharter.org. BEFORE ITEM 1.A. OR BEFORE THE MEETING BEGINS. In an
effort to gain as much public input as possible, individual speakers will be limited to THREE MINUTES OR LESS.
--------------------------------------In an attempt to control the spread of Coronavirus (COVID-19) and to reduce and minimize the risk of infection, Governor Newsom
issued an executive order on March 12, 2020, issuing guidance “limiting attendance at public assemblies, conferences, or other mass
events.” In this executive order, the Governor waived the Open Meeting Brown Act requirements that require a majority of board
members to physically participate in a public board meeting at the same location. This means that board members will be allowed to
participate in board meetings during this time of pandemic remotely (via teleconference).
On March 17, 2020 Governor Newsom issued Executive Order N-29-20, which among other things, specifically withdraws and
supersedes Executive Order N-25-20. Under the new order, the requirement to make a physical location available for the public has
been eliminated. A Charter School can comply with public attendance and comment requirements holding a meeting via
"teleconferencing" and allowing members of the public to observe and comment either telephonically, or otherwise electronically.
The Charter School is doing its part to help in the efforts to reduce the spread of COVID-19 by encouraging members of the public to
watch/listen to the Board of Director meeting live online.
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If members of the public would like to contact the Board of Directors about this upcoming agenda, please send an email to
jmeeker@bellamentecharter.org. These comments will be shared with the board members prior to the board meeting. If you wish for
your written comment to be read aloud, please indicate this specifically in your communication. Requests for written comments to be
read aloud will be honored, subject to the Board’s usual time limits on public comment.
IV. PRESENTATIONS BY COMMUNITY MEMBERS/PUBLIC COMMENTS (20 MINUTES TOTAL)
In an effort to gain as much public input as possible, individual speakers will be limited to THREE MINUTES OR LESS. 20
minutes total will be allotted for Item 3. After 20 minutes the remainder of public comments will be heard before the
conclusion of Board Business.
Items not on the agenda/Items for future discussion
V. APPROVAL OF AGENDA.
Recommended motion:
Approve the agenda for the May 11, 2021 Board of Directors Meeting.
Moved by_____________________Seconded by_____________________ Vote___________
VI. DISCUSSION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.

Executive Director Announcements - Erin Feeley will provide COVID-19, legislative, safety & risk management, special
education updates and fiscal projection updates.
Charter Vision Board Report - Rick from CSMC will report on cash flow and review CharterVision dashboard monthly
report.
Principal Announcements - Dr. McQuestion will provide an update on the student’s progress using our online learning
platform.

VII. CONSENT CALENDAR/ROUTINE ITEMS OF BUSINESS
All items listed under the Consent Calendar are considered by the Board in one action. There will be no discussion of these items prior
to the time the Board votes on the motion, unless members of the Board, staff, or public request specific items to be discussed and/or
removed from the Consent Calendar.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Minutes from the April 14, 2020 Board of Directors Meeting
Recommended actions on the personnel activity list
Check registers
Top Notch Emergency Solicitation for School Meals
Top Notch Catering Invoice for April in the amount of $14730.00
NWEA Map Growth Assessment contract in the amount of $5,700.00 for the 2021-2022 school year
SB740 Charter School Facility Grant Program Legal Status Questionnaire
Schola Marketing Renewal for the 2021-2022 school year
Scholastic Book Fair Agreement for the 2021-2022 school year
Leader in Me Annual Membership and Leader in Me Core 2 in the amount of $17,719.22
Sage Garden Project 2021-2022 Memo of Understanding
Contractor agreement with San Diego County Office of Education for the CalHope Grant
Memorandum of Understanding with CDPH K-12 Laboratories for SARS-CoV2 Antigen testing
Staples purchase order purchase in the amount of $33,096.79 for student Chromebooks
LEA Certification Form for the In-Person Instruction Grant
Pro Bono Volunteer Agreement with Four Blocks Consulting, LLC.
Executive Director’s Recommendation: Approve Consent Calendar
Moved by_____________________Seconded by_____________________ Vote___________
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VIII. DISCUSSION/ACTION ITEMS
1.

Second Read of the Annual Update for the 2019-20 Local Control and Accountability Plan Year and Annual Update
for the 2020-21 Learning Continuity Attendance Plan to collect feedback from stakeholders
Executive Director’s Recommendation: No Action Needed/Discussion Only
Moved by__________________Seconded by____________________Vote__________

2.

Second Read of the 2021-24 Local Control and Accountability Plan to collect feedback from stakeholders
Executive Director’s Recommendation: No Action Needed/Discussion Only
Moved by__________________Seconded by____________________Vote__________

3.

Final Read of the Expanded Learning Opportunities Grant Plan to access AB 86 funds
Executive Director’s Recommendation: Approve
Moved by__________________Seconded by____________________Vote__________

IX. ADJOURNMENT
Moved by__________________Seconded by____________________Vote__________
Instructions for Presentations to the Board by Members of the Community
BMMA welcomes your participation at the School’s Board meetings. The purpose of a public meeting of the Board of Directors
(“Board”) is to conduct the affairs of the School in public. We hope that you will visit these meetings often and your participation
assures us of continuing community interest in our School. To assist you in speaking/participating in our meetings, the following
guidelines are provided.
1. The agenda is available to all community members
2. Community members who wish to speak on any agenda items or under the general category of “Public Comment” will be
given an opportunity to do so.
3. “Public Comment” is set aside for members of the community to raise issues that are not specifically on the agenda.
However, due to public meeting laws (Brown Act), the Board can only listen to your issue, not respond or take action. These
presentations are limited to three (3) minutes and total time allotted to non-agenda items will not exceed twenty (20) minutes.
Exceptions to these time limits may be made at the discretion of the Board Chair. The board may give direction to staff to
respond to your concerns or you may be offered the option of returning with a citizen requested agenda item.
4. With regard to items that are on the agenda, you may speak for up to (3) minutes when the Board discusses that item.
Exceptions to this time may be made at the discretion of the Board Chair.
5. Community members may request in writing that a topic related to school business be considered for placement on a future
agenda. Requests should be addressed to the Board Chair and emailed to board@bellamentecharter.org. If such an item is
placed on the agenda and publicly noticed, the Board can respond, interact, and act upon the item.
6. Any person with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services, to
participate in a public meeting of the Bella Mente Charter School Board of Directors may request such modification or
accommodation from Jennifer Meeker, at 760-621-8931. Please make any requests at least 12 hours prior to the meeting.
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Minutes of the Bella Mente Charter School
Board of Directors Meeting
April 13, 2021
Type of Meeting: Regular Board Meeting
Location: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/2734378078267947536
You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: +1 (562) 247-8422
Access Code: 501-708-796
I.

CLOSED SESSION (None)

Call to order, roll call and establishment of quorum
1. In accordance with Government Code Section 54957, the Board will meet in closed session to consider:
PERSONNEL MATTERS-(None)
2. In accordance with Government Code Section 54956.8, the Board will meet in closed session to consider: REAL
ESTATE MATTERS- (None)
3. In accordance with Government Code Section 54957.6, the Board will meet in closed session to consider:
PUBLIC EMPLOYEE EVALUATION (None)
4. In accordance with Government Code Section 54956.9, the Board will meet in closed session to consider:
CHARGE OR COMPLAINT INVOLVING INFORMATION PROTECTED BY FEDERAL LAW - (None)
5. In accordance with Government Code Section 54956.9, the Board will meet in closed session to consider:
CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL—ANTICIPATED LITIGATION Significant exposure to litigation
pursuant to Gov. Code §54956.9(d)(2) and/or §54956.9(d)(4) - None.
II. OPEN SESSION/REGULAR MEETINGCall to order, roll call and establishment of quorum
The meeting was called to order at 6:32 PM by Scott Moote
●

Scott Moote conducted the roll call. A quorum of directors is present.
○

Members Present: Scott Moote, Dan Niebaum, Janet Figueroa, Caroline Veale

○

Members Absent:

○

Others in Attendance: Erin Feeley and Richard Farace

III. ACTION ITEMS CONSIDERED IN CLOSED SESSION - None
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IV.

Presentations by Community Members and/or Public Comments
●

V.

From a parent

Approval of Agenda
●

Caroline Veale moved to approve the Board of Directors Meeting Agenda. Janet Figuroa
moved to second. Motion passed unanimously. Votes: Scott Moote (Aye), Dan Niebaum (Aye),
Janet Figueroa (Aye), Caroline Veale (Aye)

VI. DISCUSSION ITEMS
1. Executive Director Announcements - Erin Feeley will provide COVID-19, legislative, safety & risk
management, and special education updates.
2. Charter Vision Board Report - Richard Farace from CSMC will report on cash flow and review CharterVision
dashboard monthly report.
3. Principal Announcements - Dr. Rebecca McQuestion will provide a school update
VII. CONSENT CALENDAR/ROUTINE ITEMS OF BUSINESS
All items listed under the Consent Calendar are considered by the Board in one action. There will be no discussion of
these items prior to the time the Board votes on the motion, unless members of the Board, staff, or public request specific
items to be discussed and/or removed from the Consent Calendar.
1. Approve the Minutes from the March 9th , 2021 Board of Directors Meeting and the March 25th Special
Board of Directors Meeting
2. Approve/ratify recommended actions on the personnel activity list
3. Approve/ratify check registers
4. Approve the San Diego Office of Education Mini Grant Agreement for the 2020-2021 school year
5. Approve of the Titan Merchant Agreement for the 2021-2022 school year
6. Approve the San Diego Office of Education Camp Cuyamaca Virtual Camp Agreement
7. Approve the Lexia Learning System Agreement from April 2021-June 2024 in the amount of $32,187.21
8. Approve the purchase of student Chromebooks from Staples in the amount of $22,113.74
9. Approve the Top Notch Catering invoice for March in the amount of $12,099.15
10. Approve the Post COVID-19 Form for all students returning to Physical Education
11. Approve the Student Information System agreement with Powerschool for the 2021-2022 school year
Executive Director’s Recommendation: Approve Consent Calendar
Caroline Veale moved to approve the Consent Calendar/Routine Items of Business. Janet Figueroa
seconded. Motion passed unanimously. Votes: Scott Moote (Aye), Dan Niebaum (Aye) Janet Figueroa (Aye),
Caroline Veale (Aye)
VIII.

Discussion/Action Items
1. First Read of the Annual Update for the 2019-20 Local Control and Accountability Plan Year and
Annual Update for the 2020-21 Learning Continuity Attendance Plan to collect feedback from
stakeholders
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Caroline Veale moved to approve the First Reading of the Annual Update for the 2019-20
Local Control and Accountability Plan Year and Annual Update for the 2020-21 Learning
Continuity Attendance Plan to collect feedback from stakeholders Dan Niebaum moved to
second. Motion passed unanimously. Votes: Scott Moote (Aye), Dan Niebaum (Aye), Janet
Figueroa (Aye) Caroline Veale (Aye)
2. First Read of the Expanded Learning Opportunities Grant Plan to collect feedback from
stakeholders
Caroline Veale moved to approve the First Read of the Expanded Learning Opportunities
Grant Plan to collect feedback from stakeholders Dan Niebaum moved to second. Motion
passed unanimously. Votes: Scott Moote (Aye), Dan Niebaum (Aye), Janet Figueroa (Aye)
Caroline Veale (Aye)
3.
4.

First Read of the 2021-24 Local Control and Accountability Plan
Caroline Veale moved to approve the First Read of the 2021-24 Local Control and
Accountability Plan Janet Figueroa moved to second. Motion passed unanimously. Votes:
Scott Moote (Aye), Dan Niebaum (Aye), Janet Figueroa (Aye) Caroline Veale (Aye)

ADJOURNMENT - 8:27 PM
●

Caroline Veale moved to adjournment of the meeting. Dan Niebaum second. Motion passed unanimously.
Votes: Scott Moote (Aye), Dan Niebaum (Aye), Janet Figueroa (Aye), Caroline Veale (Aye)

Approved on:_______________
Signature of Secretary:___________________________________
Signature of Board Member:_______________________________
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Employment Change as of May 11, 2021
New Hires Full Time: None
New Hires Part Time: Ms. Gigi Guzman, Staff Secretary/Health Tech
Resignation: None
Termination: None
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Check Register Detail
Check Register 4/1/2021 through 4/30/2021

Bella Mente
Payment
Number

Payment
Date

Payee Name

Rec Status

2047

4/1/2021

Maintex, Inc.

Cleared

Check Amount

Account

Account Description

$4,291.88 62-0091-0000 Materials for Plant Maintenance
-8100-4381020-000

62-0091-1110 Materials and Supplies
-2100-4300020-000

$1,200.00 62-0000-0000 Building Maintenance

Transaction Description

Invoiced GL
Amount

Touch-Free Restroom Restoration
Machine

$3,790.99

Falcon Velocity Waterless FWFC

$500.89

2050

4/1/2021

O.M. Custom
Painting

Cleared

2049

4/1/2021

Office Depot

Cleared

2043

4/1/2021

AT&T

Cleared

$220.35 62-0000-1110 Communications (Tele., Internet,
-2700-5900Copies,Postage,Messenger)

2042

4/1/2021

AT&T

Cleared

$1,682.80 62-0000-1110 Communications (Tele., Internet,
-2700-5900Copies,Postage,Messenger)

Internet chges. 02/19-03/18/21

$1,682.80

$4,290.00 62-0000-1110 Professional/Consulting Services
-2100-5800and Operating Expenditures

2020/2021 Comprhensive School
Safety Plan

$4,290.00

-8100-5601020-000

$89.68 62-0094-1110 Materials and Supplies
-2100-4300020-000

Paint Exterior Wall

$1,200.00

French Vanilla/Hazelmat Coffee,
Tape

$89.68

Phone Chges. 02/20-03/19/2021

$220.35

020-000

020-000

2045

4/1/2021

Campus Safety
Alliance

Cleared

2051

4/1/2021

UnitedHealthcar Cleared
e of CA

2048

4/1/2021

Mutual of
Omaha

020-000

Cleared

$11,657.37 62-0000-1110 Health & Welfare Benefits

April 2021 Premium

$11,657.37

$3,592.31 62-0000-1110 Health & Welfare Benefits

April 2021 Premium

$3,134.23

April 2021 Premium

$458.08

-1000-3403020-000
-1000-3403020-000

62-0000-0000 Voluntary Deductions
-0000-9660020-000

2046

4/1/2021

The Home Depot Cleared
Pro

$72.26 62-0091-0000 Materials for Plant Maintenance

24 in Exit Wizard

$72.26

2044

4/1/2021

CINTAS
CORPORATION

Cleared

$48.57 62-0091-0000 Materials for Plant Maintenance

Scaper, Mats, Work Pants

$48.57

2062

4/8/2021

Toshiba
Financial
Services

Cleared

$675.48 62-0000-0000 Equipment Rental/Lease Expense

2054

4/8/2021

Digital
Cleared
Assurance
Certification LLC

2056

4/8/2021

Kaiser
Foundation
Health Plan Inc

Report run at 5/6/2021 1:15:53 PM

Cleared

-8100-4381020-000
-8100-4381020-000
-8700-5605020-000

$3,000.00 62-0000-1110 Professional/Consulting Services
-2100-5800and Operating Expenditures

Toshiba Copier & Powerfilter 03/21
-04/20/21

$675.48

Annual Ongoing Fee - 04/01/2021

$3,000.00

020-000

$12,693.08 62-0000-1110 Health & Welfare Benefits
-1000-3403020-000

May 2021 Health Premium

$12,693.08
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Check Register Detail
Check Register 4/1/2021 through 4/30/2021

Bella Mente
2055

4/8/2021

Green Flash Pest Cleared
Control

2052

4/8/2021

CINTAS
CORPORATION

Cleared

2053

4/8/2021

Cool Air
Solutions, Inc.

Cleared

2059

4/8/2021

Office Depot

Cleared

2060

4/8/2021

2061

$119.00 62-0091-0000 Operation and Housekeeping
-8100-5500Services

Monthly Pest Control

$119.00

020-000

$48.57 62-0091-0000 Materials for Plant Maintenance
-8100-4381020-000

$3,798.00 62-0000-0000 Building Maintenance
-8100-5601020-000

Scraper, Mats

$48.57

Installation of a 2 Ton Mini-Split in
IT Room

$3,798.00

$445.99 62-0000-1110 Materials and Supplies

Pure Life Water

$445.99

San Diego Gas & Cleared
Electric

$642.83 62-0000-0000 Utilities

Gas & Electric 02/24-03/25/21

$642.83

4/8/2021

San Diego Gas & Cleared
Electric

$1,765.05 62-0000-0000 Utilities

2058

4/8/2021

Maintex, Inc.

Cleared

$670.70 62-0091-0000 Materials for Plant Maintenance

2057

4/8/2021

K12 Health

Cleared

$1,447.00 62-0000-1110 Professional/Consulting Services
-2100-5800and Operating Expenditures

2067

4/20/2021 Jason Simmons

Cleared

2064

4/20/2021 Charter School
Management
Corporation

Cleared

2063

4/20/2021 SYNCB/AMAZON Cleared

-2100-4300020-000
-8100-5501020-000
-8100-5501020-000
-8100-4381020-000

020-000

Report run at 5/6/2021 1:15:53 PM

$360.00 62-0000-1110 Educational Consultants
-1000-5810020-000

$13,916.67 62-0000-0000 Financial Services
-7300-5873020-000

$5,510.24 62-7422-1110 Materials and Supplies

Electric Chges. 02/24-03/25/21

$1,765.05

Tissue, Cleaner

$670.70

Health Services & Case
Management 04/01/2021

$1,447.00

Ukule Class 02/08 - 03/22/21
May 2021 Back-Office, Payroll,
SIS, Attend,CALPADS

$360.00
$13,916.67

-1000-4300020-000

Welcome Back-GoGo Squeeze
Applesauce,Fuit
Bards,Goldfish,Pop

$106.37

62-0000-1110 Field Trips
-1000-5830020-000

Lower El Field TripScissors,Notebook,Markers,Pencils
,Pens

$902.71

62-7422-1110 Classroom Materials and Supplies
-1000-4315020-000

Crayons,Hardcover
Journal,Pencils,Notebooks

62-7422-1110 Classroom Materials and Supplies
-1000-4315020-000

Rubber Doorstopper Wedge

62-0000-1110 Field Trips
-1000-5830020-000

Lower El Field Trip-Acryllic Paint
Set

62-7422-1110 Materials and Supplies
-1000-4300020-000

Welcome Back-Victory Store Yard
Decorations

$1,218.52
$64.48
$164.16
$67.06
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Check Register Detail
Check Register 4/1/2021 through 4/30/2021

Bella Mente
62-7422-1110 Materials and Supplies
-1000-4300020-000

Germ Guardian True HEPA Filter

$263.52

62-7422-1110 Equipment Repair
-8100-5610020-000

USB C AC Charger

$397.95

62-7422-1110 Materials and Supplies
-1000-4300020-000

Huggies Natural Care Unscented

$199.35

62-7422-1110 Materials and Supplies
-1000-4300020-000

American White Cross Adh.,
Instant Cold Pack

$114.95

62-7422-1110 Materials and Supplies
-1000-4300020-000

Welcome Back To School

$32.43

62-7422-1110 Materials and Supplies
-1000-4300020-000

STIKK Green,Red, Yellow

$125.19

62-7422-1110 Materials and Supplies
-1000-4300020-000

Card Stock

62-7422-1110 Materials and Supplies
-1000-4300020-000

Germ Guardian True HIPA Filter

$344.76

62-0091-0000 Building Maintenance
-8100-5601020-000

Amazon Commerical Stainless
Steel

$184.03

62-7422-1110 Materials and Supplies
-1000-4300020-000

Germ Guardian True HIPA Filter

$344.76

62-7422-1110 Equipment Repair
-8100-5610020-000

Brightfocal New Screen Replace

$601.90

62-0091-0000 Materials for Plant Maintenance
-8100-4381020-000

Amazon Basics D Cell Batteries

62-0091-0000 Materials for Plant Maintenance
-8100-4381020-000

GE Black Outlet Surge Protector

$260.20

SPED Teacher & Therapist 3/7 3/20/21

$6,883.50

$6,883.50 62-0000-1110 Educational Consultants

2071

4/20/2021 StaffRehab

Cleared

2069

4/20/2021 Maintex, Inc.

Cleared

$416.88 62-0091-0000 Materials for Plant Maintenance

2065

4/20/2021 CINTAS
CORPORATION

Cleared

$96.55 62-0091-0000 Materials for Plant Maintenance

Report run at 5/6/2021 1:15:53 PM

-1000-5810020-000
-8100-4381020-000
-8100-4381020-000

$63.80

$54.10

2Ply Tissue

$416.88

Scraper, Mats, Work Pants

$47.98
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Check Register Detail
Check Register 4/1/2021 through 4/30/2021

Bella Mente
62-0091-0000 Materials for Plant Maintenance
-8100-4381020-000

Scraper, Mats, Work Pants

$48.57

$340.00 62-0000-1110 Educational Consultants

March 2021 APE Services

$340.00

4/20/2021 Verizon Wireless Cleared

$304.86 62-0000-1110 Communications (Tele., Internet,
-2700-5900Copies,Postage,Messenger)

Cell Phone Chges. 03/0304/02/21

$304.86

2073

4/20/2021 VendorMax, Inc. Cleared

$336.00 62-0000-1110 Software and Software Licensing

Lead Fees -

$336.00

2070

4/20/2021 Office Depot

Cleared

2068

4/20/2021 Lexia Learning
Systems LLC

Cleared

2066

4/20/2021 EMH Sports
USA, Inc.

2072

Cleared

-1000-5810020-000

020-000

-1000-4410020-000

$1,968.63 62-0000-1110 Classroom Materials and Supplies
-1000-4315020-000

$32,187.21 62-0000-1110 Approved Textbooks and Core
-1000-4100Curricula Materials
020-000

62-0000-1110 Approved Textbooks and Core
-1000-4100Curricula Materials
020-000

2074

4/22/2021 CARDMEMBER
SERVICE

Cleared

2078

4/27/2021 Home Depot
Credit Services

Cleared

2080

4/27/2021 Purchase Power

Outstanding

$4,069.41 62-0000-0000 Unallocated Credit Card Expense
-2700-5998020-000

$976.85 62-0000-1110 Materials and Supplies

March 2021

Headphones With Mic
Core5 Reading Unlimited School
Subscription Renewal

$1,968.63
$23,174.79

Core5 Reading Implementation
Sucess Partnership Renewal

$9,012.42

Credit Card Expenses - 03/18/2104/17/21

$4,069.41

03/30/21 Inv 3901216 - Painters
Plastic

$114.91

62-0000-1110 Noncapitalized Equipment
-2100-4400020-000

03/30/21 Inv 3901235 - Magnum
X7

$453.57

62-0000-1110 Materials and Supplies
-2100-4300020-000

02/25/21 Inv 6675118 - Electric
Tank Water Heater

$408.37

Postage

$200.00

-2100-4300020-000

$200.00 62-0000-1110 Communications (Tele., Internet,
-2700-5900Copies,Postage,Messenger)
020-000

2076

4/27/2021 CINTAS
CORPORATION

Cleared

$48.57 62-0091-0000 Materials for Plant Maintenance

2075

4/27/2021 AT&T

Cleared

$221.62 62-0000-1110 Communications (Tele., Internet,
-2700-5900Copies,Postage,Messenger)

2079

4/27/2021 National Benefit Cleared
Services, LLC

2081

4/27/2021 Procopio, Cory,
Hargreaves &
Savitch LLP

-8100-4381020-000

Scraper, Mats, Work Pants

$48.57

Phone Chges 03/20/21-04/19/21

$221.62

020-000

Report run at 5/6/2021 1:15:53 PM

Cleared

$13,973.59 62-0000-0000 Voluntary Deductions
-0000-9660020-000

$1,365.00 62-0000-0000 Legal Services
-7100-5805020-000

For Bella Mente School - April
2021

$13,973.59

Professional Services Rendered
through March 31, 2021

$1,365.00
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Check Register Detail
Check Register 4/1/2021 through 4/30/2021

Bella Mente
$100.75 62-0000-1110 Health & Welfare Benefits

2077

4/27/2021 Dental Health
Services

Cleared

2084

4/27/2021 Top Notch
Catering

Cleared

2083

4/27/2021 Syndeo
Cleared
Communications

$1,197.00 62-0000-1110 Software and Software Licensing

Switchvox Upgrade to Platinum for
1 User

$1,197.00

2082

4/27/2021 StaffRehab

$3,399.50 62-6500-5760 Educational Consultants

SPED Teacher & Therapist
03/21/21 - 04/03/21

$3,399.50

Cleared

Total Check Amount

Report run at 5/6/2021 1:15:53 PM

-1000-3403020-000

$12,099.15 62-5310-1110 Food and Food Supplies
-3700-4700020-000
-1000-4410020-000
-1190-5810020-000

$152,422.90

May 2021 Premium
March 2021 - Breakfast & Lunch
Meals

Total GL Amount

$100.75
$12,099.15

$152,422.90
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Emergency Solicitation for School Meals
Bella Mente Academies
SY 20-21
Date: March 26, 2021
Attention: Top Notch Catering
Bella Mente Academies (BMA) is seeking a responsible vendor to provide vended meals during
the 2021-2022 school year to our campus located in Vista, California. Emergency non-competitive
solicitation is being utilized due to BMA experiencing staffing shortages during the public health
emergency caused by the COVID-19 outbreak.
Meals provided must comply with National School Lunch and School Breakfast Program
guidelines under the School Nutrition Program. All components of a reimbursable meal must be
provided. Appropriate documentation for each meal must be maintained and provided by the
vendor, including menu production records, food safety records, recipes, nutrition facts/CN
Labels, and other items as required to demonstrate compliance with the meal pattern and food
safety regulations. Documentation that demonstrates compliance with Child Nutrition Program
guidelines must be made available by the vendor when requested by the school, including during
a USDA Administrative Review. During the COVID-19 outbreak, the school anticipates offering a
combination of grab n’ go and in person meals offered under the Seamless Summer Option.
The successful vendor should be flexible to be able to provide meals for in-person and distance
learning. Refrigeration and warming equipment must be provided by the vendor for hot meals.
When in person learning resumes, at least two choices shall be offered daily – including
vegetarian choices. For grab n’ go meals, multiple days worth of food may be served at one time
under the existing COVID-19 waivers.
Delivery must be made daily to the following location:
1737 West Vista Way, Vista CA 92083
Delivery must be made daily/weekly by the following times:
The school currently serves approximately 650 breakfasts and 650 lunches each week. This
number is an estimate and is subject to change due to the challenges presented by the pandemic.
Ready-to-eat lunches must be delivered daily, with breakfast items for the next day included in
the delivery. Breakfast items are stored in the refrigerator or in dry storage overnight and can be
warmed prior to serving. A daily delivery is expected every school day before 10:30am.

1737 West Vista Way, Vista, CA 92083
Phone: (760) 621-8948 :: Fax: (760) 639-0611
www.bellamentecharter.org
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During remote learning/school closures, meals are provided for multiple days at one time. A
weekly delivery is expected every Tuesday before 10:30am.
During the 2021-2022 school year, it is likely that a combination of remote and in-person learning
will continue.
All meals must comply with the USDA School Nutrition Program guidelines including following the
appropriate meal patterns, compliance with food safety regulations, and the Buy American
Provision. The school follows the HHFKA K-8 meal pattern with OVS in place. Offer versus Serve
is not in place for meals that are provided for multiple days at one time, or for grab n’ go meals.
The school has a satellite facility with very limited equipment. The school provides refrigeration
and handwashing station. The vendor must provide equipment for transporting food items at the
appropriate temperature, as well as refrigeration and warming equipment for hot or cold foods
that are served on-site.
Bella Mente is requesting the following:
1. During remote learning, breakfast and lunch order will be provided two weeks before
delivery day. Order total will be given via email.
2. During in-person learning, breakfast and lunch order will be provided 48 hours before
delivery day. Order total will be available through Titan School Solutions or via email.
3. Top Notch will provide Bella Mente with a net-30 invoice and an order breakdown by the
5th working day of each month.
Buy American:
The successful vendor must comply with the Buy American Provision, which dictates that SFAs
participating in the federal school meal programs are required to purchase domestic commodities
and products for SFA meals to the maximum extent practicable. Domestic commodity or product
means an agricultural commodity that is produced in the U.S. and a food product that is processed
in the U.S. substantially (at least 51 percent) using agricultural commodities that are produced in
the U.S. (7CFR210.21, 220.16). All creditable food products must comply with the Buy American
Provision requirement in 7 CFR, sections 210.21(d) and 220.16(d).
Exceptions to the Buy American Provision will be used as a last resort and are only allowable for
one of the two exceptions:
1. The product is not produced or manufactured in the United States in sufficient and
reasonably available quantities of a satisfactory quality,
2. Competitive bids reveal the costs of a United States product are significantly higher than
the nondomestic product.
The successful vendor must document and inform the SFA of exceptions to the Buy American
Provision requirement prior to delivery of each and every nondomestic agricultural commodity or
product.
1737 West Vista Way, Vista, CA 92083
Phone: (760) 621-8948 :: Fax: (760) 639-0611
www.bellamentecharter.org
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The documented exception must include the following:
• A description of the nondomestic item
• Alternative domestic commodities or products that the vendor offered and the reason they
were not substituted for the nondomestic item
• A synopsis of what third-party analysis was done by the vendor to determine cost and
availability
• Documentation by the vendor outlining the price of both domestic and nondomestic
commodities or products or lack of availability to justify the exception
• The dates that the: (1) vendor informed the SFA of the nondomestic commodity or product,
(2) the date that the SFA agreed to accept this food item in advance of delivery, and (3)
the date the commodity or product was received by the SFA.

Other Criteria:
• Evaluation criteria for this solicitation shall be based on price. The lowest priced
responsible and responsive vendor shall be awarded the contract under emergency noncompetitive procurement guidelines due to the COVID-19 pandemic. BMA defines
responsive as respondent conforms to all of BMMA stated terms and conditions above
and defines responsible as respondent is capable of performing successfully under the
terms and conditions of the contract.
• The vendor that is awarded the contract must maintain all required food safety and
sanitation practices as required by law, health permits, health inspects, and an updated
HACCP Plan.
• A fixed fee contract will be awarded to the successful vendor
• The contract shall be for a term of one year only with no option to renew or extend under
the terms of emergency procurement.
• The vendor that is awarded the contract must submit a completed Debarment and
Suspension Certificate, Disclosure of Lobbying Activities, and Clean Air Act Certificate.
• The school reserves the right to terminate the resulting contract for cause and
convenience. Either party may cancel for cause with a 30-day notification if either party
breaches a provision of the contract. The contract may be terminated for convenience,
with a 60-day notice. The rights of termination referred to in this Contract are not
intended to be exclusive and are in addition to any other rights or remedies available to
either party at law or in equity.
Deadline:
Please reply to this solicitation via email to Jennifer Meeker no later than May 31st:
jmeeker@bellamentecharter.org
Non-Discrimination Statement
In accordance with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights
regulations and policies, the USDA, its Agencies, offices, and employees, and institutions
participating in or administering USDA programs are prohibited from discriminating based on race,
1737 West Vista Way, Vista, CA 92083
Phone: (760) 621-8948 :: Fax: (760) 639-0611
www.bellamentecharter.org
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color, national origin, sex, disability, age, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity in any
program or activity conducted or funded by USDA.
Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of communication for program information
(e.g. Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign Language, etc.), should contact the Agency
(State or local) where they applied for benefits. Individuals who are deaf, hard of hearing or have
speech disabilities may contact USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877 - 8339.
Additionally, program information may be made available in languages other than English.
To file a program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program Discrimination
Complaint
Form,
(AD
3027)
found
online
at:
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, and at any USDA office, or write a letter
addressed to USDA and provide in the letter all of the information requested in the form. To
request a copy of the complaint form, call (866) 632 - 9992. Submit your completed form or letter
to USDA by:
(1) mail: U.S. Department of Agriculture
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20250 - 9410;
(2) fax: (202) 690 - 7442; or
(3) email: program.intake@usda.gov.
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.

1737 West Vista Way, Vista, CA 92083
Phone: (760) 621-8948 :: Fax: (760) 639-0611
www.bellamentecharter.org
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BELLA MENTE MONTESSORI
APRIL 2021 INVOICE
Date: May 7, 2021
Top Notch Catering
6190 Fairmount Ave Suite G
San Diego, CA 92120
To: Gladys Espino
Cost per breakfast: $1.80
Cost per lunch: $3.21
Breakfast (3,939 total)
Lunch (2,380 total)

$7,090.20
$7,639.80

Total Amount Due__________________________________________________$14,730.00

Thank you,
Claye Cantwell

PLEASE MAIL PAYMENT TO:
Top Notch Catering
6190 Fairmount Ave Suite G
San Diego, CA

Please see attached spreadsheet for breakdown in numbers.
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Schedule A

SALES ORDER

License Start Date:
License End Date:

121 NW Everett Street
Portland, OR 97209
07/01/2021
06/30/2022

Created Date:
Quote Number:
Partner ID:

05/01/2021
00046197
17797

Prepared By:
Phone:
Email:

Jennifer Thompson
503-548-5090
jennifer.thompson@nwea.org

Contact Name:
Phone:
Email:

Randi Gibson
(760) 820-9501
rgibson@bellamentecharter.org

Bill To Name:

Bella Mente Montessori
Academy
1737 W. Vista Way
Vista, CA 92083

Ship To Name:
Ship To Address:

Bella Mente Montessori Academy
1737 W Vista Way
Vista, CA 92083-2112

Company Address:

Bill To Address:

Product

List Price

MAP Growth K-12

Sales Price

$13.50

Quantity

$12.00

475

Total Price
$5,700.00

Item Discount
-$712.50

Quote Discount

-$712.50

Quote Subtotal
Estimated Tax
Grand Total

$5,700.00
$0.00
$5,700.00

Terms and Conditions
This Schedule A is subject to NWEA’s terms and conditions located at: https://legal.nwea.org/. By signing this Schedule A you
agree you have read and understood the terms and agree to them.
If this schedule includes virtually delivered professional learning or workshops, then cancellation is subject to the Virtual
Workshop Cancellation Policy: at http://legal.nwea.org/supplementalterms.html.
Information about NWEA’s collection, use, and disclosure of Student Information can be found here:
https://legal.nwea.org/nwea-privacy-and-security-for-pii.html
NWEA’s W9 can be found at: https://legal.nwea.org/nwea-w-9.html
Until this Schedule A is signed, the terms identified here are valid for 90 days from the date above. Please confirm the billing
address, or specify changes to your account manager.

Signature
\s1\
Signature:

\n1\
Printed Name:

\d1\
Date:

Schedule A – Hyperlink MSA
US Partner Sales Quote

\t1\
Title

121 NW Everett Street, Portland, OR 97209
Tel: 503.624.1951 | Fax: 503.639.7873 | www.nwea.org

Employer ID#: 93-0686108
Page 1 of 1
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Charter School Facility Grant Program
LEGAL STATUS QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Disclose material information relating to any legal or regulatory proceeding or investigation in which the
applicant/borrower/project sponsor is or has been a party and which might have a material impact on the
financial viability of the project or the applicant/borrower/project sponsor. Such disclosures should include
any parent, subsidiary, or affiliate of the applicant/borrower/project sponsor that is involved in the
management, operation, or development of the project.
Response: __________________________________________
2. Disclose any civil, criminal, or regulatory action in which the applicant/borrower/project sponsor, or any
current board members (not including volunteer board members of non-profit entities), partners, limited
liability corporation members, senior officers, or senior management personnel has been named a
defendant in such action in the past ten years involving fraud or corruption, or matters involving health and
safety where there are allegations of serious harm to employees, the public, or the environment.
Response: __________________________________________

Disclosures should include civil or criminal cases filed in state or federal court; civil or criminal investigations by
local, state, or federal law enforcement authorities; and enforcement proceedings or investigations by local,
state or federal regulatory agencies. The information provided must include relevant dates, the nature of the
allegation(s), charters, complaint or filing, and the outcome.
Signatures on behalf of (school name): _____________________________________
I/We attest that we have provided full disclosure as indicated in response to the items 1 and 2 above.

__________________________________________
Signature of Principal, CEO, or Lead Administrator

__________________
Date

__________________________________________
Print or Type Name:

__________________________________________
Signature of President or Chair of Governing Board

__________________
Date

__________________________________________
Print or Type Name

CSFA Form 740-01 (Rev. 12/2017)

5
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Charter School Facility Grant Program
CHARTER SCHOOL CERTIFICATION
I/We hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief, this data is true and correct and that all data
reported on this application have been compiled and reported in accordance with state and federal laws,
regulations, general legal assurances, and instructions to prepare this report form. I/We further certify that the
Charter School will comply with all program requirements as outlined in Education Code section 46714.5 and
Article 1.5 of Division 15 of Title 4 of the California Code of Regulations (commencing with section 10170.1).
I/We attest we have provided full disclosure and understand misrepresentation can cause ineligibility to
participate in the Charter School Facility Grant Program.

__________________________________________
Signature of Principal, CEO, or Lead Administrator

__________________
Date

__________________________________________
Print or Type Name

__________________________________________
Signature of President or Chair of Governing Board

__________________
Date

__________________________________________
Print or Type Name

CSFA Form 740-01 (Rev. 12/2017)

6
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Schola
1835 E Monte Vista Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85006 US

Estimate 1007

finance@scholasolutions.com
schola.io

ADDRESS

Bella Mente Charter

DATE
05/04/2021

DATE

ACTIVITY

DESCRIPTION

05/04/2021

ScholaConnect

ScholaConnect supercharges your
enrollment by giving you premium
access to our Qualified Lead
Generator, Customizable
Enrollment Applications, and Your
School Featured will be featured on
the Schola Platform.

TOTAL

EXPIRATION
DATE
06/15/2021

TOTAL
$5,000.00

QTY

RATE

AMOUNT

1

5,000.00

5,000.00

$5,000.00
THANK YOU.

Accepted By

Accepted Date
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Bella Mente Montessori Academy
Investment Summary Map
Workshop
Participants:

46

Students:

469
ALREADY PAID

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

Annual
Membership

5,000.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

Leader in Me
Core

$29,250.00

$12,719.22

$12,487.42

Impact Journey

Materials and
Enhancements

$7,000.00

Promotion

$0.00

($877.00)

($867.00)

($600.00)

Total Investment

$34,250.00

$16,842.22

$16,620.42

$11,400.00

Average Annual
Student
Investment

$73.03

$35.91

$35.44

$24.31

Please note: In order to be an authorized Leader in Me school, Annual Membership must be purchased.

Version 4.0.1
Date of Investment Summary: 4/15/2021
Investment summary pricing guaranteed for next 30 days.
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Bella Mente Montessori Academy
Investment Summary Detail

$34,250.00

YEAR 1 & 2- ALREADY PAID

$5,000.00

Annual Membership for Year 2
DESCRIPTION

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

Annual Membership 8/4/20-8/3/21
$5,000.00
1
$5,000.00
Includes 3 Coaching Sessions, Principal Development Track, Lighthouse Coordinator Development Track, Online Professional Learning, Student and Classroom Content,
and Measurable Results Assessment (MRA).

$29,250.00

Annual Membership and Trainings for Year 1
Launching Leadership/Creating Culture Training

$7,575.00
DESCRIPTION

Onsite Workshop delivered by Coach
Launching Leadership/Creating Culture Field Guides

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

$2,700.00
$65.00

1
75

$2,700.00
$4,875.00

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

$2,700.00
$115.00

1
75

$2,700.00
$8,625.00

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

$10,350.00

1

$10,350.00

7 Habits Signature 4.0 Training

$11,325.00
DESCRIPTION

Onsite Workshop delivered by Coach or Consultant
7 Habits Signature 4.0 Participant Guide
Annual Membership with 2 Coaching Days

$10,350.00
DESCRIPTION

Standard Membership 8/4/19-8/3/20

$16,842.22

YEAR 3

($877.00)

Promotion
DESCRIPTION

Multi-Year Discount [2]

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

($877.00)

1

($877.00)

PRICE

QUANTITY

$5,000.00

Annual Membership
DESCRIPTION

TOTAL

Annual Membership
$5,000.00
1
$5,000.00
Includes 3 Coaching Sessions, Principal Development Track, Lighthouse Coordinator Development Track, Online Professional Learning, Student and Classroom Content,
and Measurable Results Assessment (MRA).

$12,719.22

Leader in Me Core 2
Lighthouse Team Workshop: Core 2

$3,731.80
DESCRIPTION

Onsite Workshop delivered by Coach
Lighthouse Team 1, 2, 3 Participant Guide
Shipping Estimate (Actual Invoiced)

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

$3,500.00
$40.00

1
5

$3,500.00
$200.00
$31.80

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

$3,500.00
$40.00

1
46

$3,500.00
$1,840.00
$147.42

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

$3,500.00

1

$3,500.00

All Staff Workshop: Core 2

$5,487.42
DESCRIPTION

Onsite Workshop delivered by Coach or Consultant
Core 2 Participant Guide
Shipping Estimate (Actual Invoiced)
Coaching

$3,500.00
DESCRIPTION

Core 2 Implementation Coaching Subscription (Bundled with Basic Core)

$16,620.42

YEAR 4

($867.00)

Promotion
DESCRIPTION

Multi-Year Discount [2]

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

($867.00)

1

($867.00)

PRICE

QUANTITY

$5,000.00

Annual Membership
DESCRIPTION

TOTAL

Annual Membership
$5,000.00
1
$5,000.00
Includes 3 Coaching Sessions, Principal Development Track, Lighthouse Coordinator Development Track, Online Professional Learning, Student and Classroom Content,
and Measurable Results Assessment (MRA).

$12,487.42

Leader in Me Core 3
Lighthouse Team Workshop: Core 3

$3,500.00
DESCRIPTION

Onsite Workshop delivered by Coach

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

$3,500.00

1

$3,500.00
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Version 4.1
Date of Investment Summary: 4/15/2021
Investment summary pricing guaranteed for next 30 days.

All Staff Workshop: Core 3

$5,487.42
DESCRIPTION

Onsite Workshop delivered by Coach or Consultant
Core 3 Participant Guide
Shipping Estimate (Actual Invoiced)

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

$3,500.00
$40.00

1
46

$3,500.00
$1,840.00
$147.42

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

$3,500.00

1

$3,500.00

Coaching

$3,500.00
DESCRIPTION

Core 3 Implementation Coaching Subscription (Bundled with Basic Core)

$11,400.00

YEAR 5

($600.00)

Promotion
DESCRIPTION

Multi-Year Discount [2]

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

($600.00)

1

($600.00)

PRICE

QUANTITY

$5,000.00

Annual Membership
DESCRIPTION

TOTAL

Annual Membership
$5,000.00
1
$5,000.00
Includes 3 Coaching Sessions, Principal Development Track, Lighthouse Coordinator Development Track, Online Professional Learning, Student and Classroom Content,
and Measurable Results Assessment (MRA).

$7,000.00

Materials and Enhancements
Coaching

$7,000.00
DESCRIPTION

Custom Implementation Coaching Subscription

PRICE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

$3,500.00

2

$7,000.00

[2]Multi-Year Discount only applies if contracting for multiple years. Multi-Year Discount amount may change based on quantity of materials shipped.
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Version 4.1
Date of Investment Summary: 4/15/2021
Investment summary pricing guaranteed for next 30 days.

A New and Improved Process
Schools now benefit from a more flexible and impactful, Leader in Me process
which addresses your school’s biggest challenges better than ever.
Leader in Me was created by a team of educators and continues to improve thanks to a remarkable global community
who share their ideas, recommendations, and stories.

YEARS 1-3

YEAR 4 AND ONGOING

Leader in Me Core

Impact Journeys

Become a Great Leadership School

Become Excellent in an Area of Focus

• Establish a sustainable Social-Emotional Learning
(SEL) culture that meets the needs of the
whole person.*

Choose areas of focus important to your school and
earn distinctions in topics such as:

• Apply powerful leadership principles to unleash
the greatness in your staff and students.

• Academics II: Achieving Team Proficiency Goals

• Connect and contribute to a global community of
high-performing schools.

• Academics I: Closing Our School’s Proficiency Gap
• Empowering Instruction: Nurturing a “We Learn” Culture
• Family Engagement: The Learning Team Approach
• 7 Habits of Highly Effective Families®

*Research-backed and CASEL endorsed

• Equity in Education: From the Inside Out

LIGHTHOUSE
CERTIFICATION

DISTINCTIONS

Successful implementation of
the Leader in Me Core equips a
school to achieve great results
and become Lighthouse certified.

Schools that demonstrate
significant improvement
in areas targeted through
Impact Journeys can qualify
for distinctions.

CASEL ENDORSED SEL PROCESS

GREATER FLEXIBILITY

Leader in Me is endorsed by CASEL and is the
global leader in social-emotional learning.
More than just a singular program, Leader in Me
is foundational to empowering students.

Leader in Me provides schools with voice and
choice during implementation. Schools can
now choose more live or virtual coaching and
enhancements based on their needs.

ACHIEVE DISTINCTION AWARDS

IMPROVED FAMILY ENGAGEMENT

Once Leader in Me Core Training is complete,
schools can sustain greatness year after year
by achieving distinction awards through
Impact Journeys.

Keeping families involved in a school’s mission
and purpose is essential. Leader in Me now offers
additional training and resources to help family
engagement improve.
FranklinCovey Co. All Rights Reserved.
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How does it work?
Leader in Me School Process Map
Leader in Me is a process of continuous growth and improvement for students,
staff, and families. Through ongoing professional learning, coaching, and online
resources, Leader in Me aligns to a school’s most important initiatives.
YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4 AND ONGOING

Annual Membership

LiM Core 1

LiM Core 2

LiM Core 3

Impact Journeys

Materials and Enhancements

FranklinCovey Co. All Rights Reserved.
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Leader in Me Process Map Detail
YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 4 AND ONGOING

YEAR 3

Annual Membership
Provides Leader in Me Schools with a license to proprietary content and necessary resources that ensure every
school can experience transformational results.

Coaching Services
• 3 Implementation Excellence Coaching Sessions
• Principal Development Track
• Lighthouse Coordinator Development Track

Award-Winning Video Library
Online Professional Learning
Online Classroom and Student Resources
Measurable Results Assessment (MRA)

LiM Core 1

LiM Core 2

LiM Core 3

Impact Journeys

Lighthouse
Core 1
Workshop
LH Team
1 Day

Lighthouse
Core 2
Workshop
LH Team
1 Day

Lighthouse
Core 3
Workshop
LH Team
1 Day

Targeted Workshop
All Staff
1 Day

7 Habits &
LiM Core 1
Workshop
All Staff
2-3 Days

LiM Core 2
Workshop
All Staff
1 Day

LiM Core 3
Workshop
All Staff
1 Day

Coaching
Leadership Team, Lighthouse Team,
or Action Team

Coaching

Coaching

Coaching

Materials and Enhancements
Materials

Enhancements

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Leadership Guides (Student & Teacher Editions)
Books
Posters
Classroom Materials
Educator Materials

FranklinCovey Co. All Rights Reserved.

Targeted Implementation Coaching
Custom Implementation Coaching
Executive Coaching
Workshops
Events
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Leader in Me Core
Training and coaching to help you become a Lighthouse School.
OBJECTIVES
•
•
•
•

Establish a sustainable social-emotional learning culture that meets the needs of the whole person.
Apply powerful leadership principles to unleash the greatness in staff and students.
Connect and contribute to a global community of high-performing schools.
Earn Lighthouse School Certification through quality Leader in Me implementation.

Core 1

Core 2

Lighthouse School
Certification

Core 3

BECOME A LEADER IN ME LIGHTHOUSE SCHOOL
Leader in Me Core helps schools become a Lighthouse School by improving leadership, culture, and academics. Live
work sessions, coaching, materials, and online training workshop resources are designed to facilitate new paradigms
and behaviors with an inside-out approach to achieving results.

LEADER IN ME CORE 1
WORKSHOPS
Lighthouse Team 1
1 Day, Small Team

COACHING
Choose the right level of support:

Establish a team to coordinate the work of Leader in Me and
involve all stakeholders in achieving your school’s goals.
Basic

The 7 Habits® and Leader in Me Core 1
2-3 Days, All Staff

Learn the timeless, universal principles of effectiveness that
form the foundation of your Leader in Me implementation.
Begin teaching leadership to students, establishing leadership
culture, and aligning achievement systems in your school.

FranklinCovey Co. All Rights Reserved.

1 Day of Coaching

Standard

2 Days of Coaching

Advanced

3 Days of Coaching
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LEADER IN ME CORE 2
WORKSHOPS

COACHING

Lighthouse Team 2

Choose the right level of support:

Grow the capacity of your internal team as you dive further
into the systems that support leadership, culture, and
academic achievement.

Basic

1 Day, Small Team

1 Day of Coaching

Standard

Leader in Me Core 2

2 Days of Coaching

1 Day, All Staff

Expand the impact of Leader in Me by empowering students
with greater leadership roles, engaging families at a higher level,
and refining the way teachers help students achieve goals.

Advanced

3 Days of Coaching

LEADER IN ME CORE 3
WORKSHOPS

COACHING

Lighthouse Team 3

Choose the right level of support:

Coordinate the best practices in your school, with an eye toward
sustained systems that benefit all stakeholders in an ongoing
way and qualify the school for Lighthouse Certification.

Basic

1 Day, Small Team

Leader in Me Core 3
1 Day, All Staff

Refine your implementation by integrating leadership
principles into curriculum and instruction at a higher level
and create authentic opportunities for students to find and
express their voice at school and beyond.

1 Day of Coaching

Standard

2 Days of Coaching

Advanced

3 Days of Coaching

LIGHTHOUSE CERTIFICATION
Lighthouse Certification recognizes high-performing Leader in Me
Schools that serve as exemplars to the community and other schools
while achieving excellent results in teaching leadership principles,
creating a leadership culture, and aligning academic systems.
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Impact
Journeys
Achieve schoolwide
excellence in an area of need
and earn Leader in Me distinctions.

Impact Journeys consist of workshops, materials, and coaching bundled
to help you become excellent in an area of choice. Each journey helps you
achieve specific, measurable results addressing key challenges beyond
the Leader in Me Core Training.

O BJ EC T I V E S
• Choose an area of focus and receive targeted training and coaching
• Implement powerful practices to excel in that area and achieve measurable results
• Earn distinctions that recognize your school’s unique achievements

IMPACT JOURNEYS
WORKSHOPS

COACHING

Impact Journey Workshop

Choose the right level of support:

Each year, schools can choose an Impact Journey that
becomes a focus for staff, students, and families involved.
These full-day workshops draw from FranklinCovey’s
world-class content and the collective best practices of
a global community of Leader in Me Schools.

Essentials

After review of the process and results, schools may
qualify for a distinction and recognition from the
Leader in Me community.

3 Coaching Sessions

Basic

1 Day of Coaching

Standard

2 Days of Coaching

Advanced

3 Days of Coaching

FranklinCovey Co. All Rights Reserved.
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Choose your Impact Journey focus:
ACADEMICS 1: CLOSING OUR SCHOOL’S PROFICIENCY GAP

1 day workshop for Academic Action Team, Coordinator, Principal. Delivered by the school’s coach
After learning The 4 Disciplines of Execution® in the Leader in Me Core, apply the disciplines
to create an aligned system of schoolwide goals. Learn how to connect state and district
priorities to goals at multiple levels including school, grade or department, classroom, teacher,
and student. Focus the efforts of all members of your school community and empower them
to achieve breakthrough results.

ACADEMICS 2: ACHIEVING TEAM PROFICIENCY GOALS

1 day workshop for Academic Action Team, Coordinator, Principal. Delivered by the school’s coach
With a system of aligned academic goals in place, you can accelerate your results by
identifying the most effective lead measures. Help your staff connect to the best academic
practices and become expert action researchers. Then, leverage your 4DX® system to spread
the practices with the most impact throughout your school quickly.

EMPOWERING INSTRUCTION 1: NURTURING A “WE LEARN” CULTURE
1 day all staff workshop with materials + selected coaching bundle

Imagine the impact of teachers working with students to own their own learning. In this
Impact Journey teachers will focus on empowering paradigms, trusting relationships, studentled learning, and collaborative planning and reflection. The 3i approach to crafting effective
lessons as well as integration of best instructional practices from a variety of sources will help
you create a “We learn” rather than “I teach” mindset.

FAMILY ENGAGEMENT: THE LEARNING TEAM APPROACH
1 day all staff workshop with materials + selected coaching bundle

Today’s learning environment calls for more than the occasional interaction with the families
of your students. It requires truly partnering with parents or guardians to create an effective
Learning Team. Discover the changes in paradigms, practices and tools that will harness the
strengths of your whole school community and transform relationships and results.

THE 7 HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE FAMILIES

1 day workshop, including certification with materials + selected coaching bundle
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People® are foundational to Leader in Me and are just as
powerful when applied at home. Many families are excited to learn more about these
powerful principles. This Impact Journey includes a one-day workshop to share with your
family community and staff. Additionally, select participants will be certified in the content so
they can facilitate ongoing 7 Habits learning for families.

EQUITY IN EDUCATION: FROM THE INSIDE OUT

1 day workshop for educators and administration with materials + selected coaching bundle
Equity in Education is an active-learning workshop where educators use an inside-out approach to
deepen their learning about equitable paradigms and practice instructional strategies to overcome
unintentional bias and other equity barriers that impede students’ academic growth.
FranklinCovey Co. All Rights Reserved.
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Coaching

Receive expert support to help your staff apply Leader in Me to the unique challenges at
your school, and achieve measurable results each academic year. Coaching is bundled
as part of the Leader in Me Core and Impact Journeys, and additional coaching is
available through Enhancements.
OBJECTIVES
• Reinforce learning and application related to key areas on the Leader in Me Framework.
• Help staff members find solutions to challenges and create actionable plans.
• Receive ongoing support to ensure quality implementation and Lighthouse achievement.

LEARNING AND IMPLEMENTATION CYCLE

FOCUS
SELECTION

A great plan will achieve great results when individuals
have the knowledge and skills to bring it to life. Your coach
will connect your staff to facilitate deep learning about
each part of Leader in Me, equip them with the tools to
put the learning into practice, and give them time to
reflect on results in a cycle of continuous learning
and improvement.

REFLECTION

NEW LEARNING

RESULTS
GATHERING

ACTION
PLANNING

COACHING IMPROVES RESULTS

IMPLEMENTATION
& PRACTICE

Leader in Me provides schools with essential coaching support
throughout their journey. With that coaching, schools can achieve
optimal results in knowledge mastery, skill acquisition, and classroom
application. Additional coaching can address challenging initiatives, ensure
execution of new goals, and guide behavior change in staff and students throughout a school.

Knowledge
Skill
Classroom
Mastery
Acquisition Application
Only

THEORY
With

PRACTICE
With

COACHING

85%

15%

5-10%

85%

80%

10-15%

90%

90%

80-90%

Source: Student Achievement through Staff Development, Bruce Joyce and Beverly Showers, 2002
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Enhancements
Reinforce Leader in Me with a variety of optional enhancements.
TARGETED IMPLEMENTATION COACHING
Targeted Coaching Sessions are delivered by an assigned coach with dedicated times for the principal, Lighthouse Team,
action team(s), and/or grade level teams during planning periods. These sessions do not require a full professional
development day or materials. Targeted Coaching Sessions include:
• Achieve Measurable Results
(Recommended Annually for Level 4+ Schools)
• Use The First 8 Days to Establish Leadership Classrooms
• Align Leader in Me With Other School Priorities
• Discover the Power of the Core Paradigms
• Check Your School’s Lighthouse Review Readiness
• Build a High-Trust Team
• Grow Leadership in Others Through Coaching

• Cultivate Leadership in Your Lighthouse Team
• Build Trust With Students
• Power Up Your PLTs With Collaborative Planning and Reflection
• Leverage Goals to Achieve Growth
• Cultivate Student Ownership of Goals
• Build Equity by Cultivating Leadership in Students
• Develop Resiliency Through Research-Based Practices

CUSTOM IMPLEMENTATION COACHING
In addition to the Targeted Coaching Sessions, a school may use one or
more days of coaching to address any area of Leader in Me implementation,
including continuing work on an Impact Journey.

EXECUTIVE COACHING
Executive Coaching is delivered one-on-one by a certified FranklinCovey
coach to help school leaders develop their individual acumen and achieve
breakthrough results.

Events
Join educators locally and
throughout the world at the
following Leader in Me events:

WORKSHOPS
FranklinCovey is the world leader in helping organizations improve
culture with award-winning content based on a foundation of timeless
principles and proven practices. Training workshops are usually extended
to all staff or large teams along with participant guides to enhance the
experience. These can include:

• Leader in Me Symposium
• Principal’s Academy
• Global Leadership Summit

• The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens®
• The 5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity®
• Leading at the Speed of Trust®

FranklinCovey Co. All Rights Reserved.
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2021 Memo of Understanding: Sage Garden Project and Bella Mente
Bella Mente has been awarded $10,000 to go towards the salary of a dedicated garden & nutrition
educator for the SY 2021-2022.
Sage Garden Project brings the following expectations to Bella Mente for school year 2021-22:
1) Sage Garden Project educators provide lessons as part of the school day, rather than
delivered as an after-school option.
2) Each elementary classroom will receive a minimum of 4 SGP nutrition lessons and 4 SGP
garden lessons taught by the garden & nutrition educator.
a) SGP lessons should be tracked using the lesson log.
3) In the event that school is closed at any point during the school year, the school will agree to
continue to pay the garden/nutrition educator, based on funds available. Verification of
payment may be required.
4) The entire award amount must be used within the school year 2021-22. Unused funds are to
be returned within 30 days of the last day of school.
5) Award funds may only be used towards salary.
6) Checks cannot be reissued.
7) The garden and nutrition educators agree to attend Sage Garden Project sponsored
professional trainings throughout the school year.
8) Schools are expected to continue to seek additional sources of funding for the garden and
nutrition program for current needs beyond SGP funding as well as to sustain the
programming beyond SGP funding.
9) Garden and nutrition educators participate, to the best of their availability, in Regional
Groups which meet on a regular basis, as well as a bi-annual school site visit.
10) Garden and nutrition educators report to their Regional Group Trainer.
11) Any supplemental funds, i.e grocery gift cards, garden supply funds will be used in the
manner they are allocated for within the award year. A full accounting of funds should be
available upon request.
12) Please refer to the duties below for which each educator may be responsible:
a) Instructional hours
b) Lesson preparation
c) Shopping for garden/nutrition classes
d) Class set-up and clean up
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e) Volunteer coordination
f)

Garden maintenance

g) Event management
h) Evaluation and assessment, including end of year impact report (template will be provided)
i)

Spearheading and collaborating efforts to be self supporting (activities include grant writing,
fundraising, meetings with stakeholders.)

Principal Signature: _________________________________________________

Parent Organization Rep Signature: ________________________________________________________
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Consultant Agreement
SDCOE Agreement No. __________
This Consultant Agreement, for the provision of services is entered into this first day of March
2021, by and between the SAN DIEGO COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
(hereinafter referred to as "SDCOE") and Bella Mente Academies (hereinafter referred to as
"Consultant") who agrees to provide the following services to the SDCOE:
1. Scope of Services.
Consultant shall provide services as described in Exhibit "A" entitled "Special Provisions" attached
hereto and made a part hereof.
2.Term of Agreement.
This Agreement shall be effective from the period commencing March 1, 2021, and ending August
30, 2021, unless sooner terminated by SDCOE as provided in the section of this Agreement
entitled "Termination." Upon expiration or termination of this Agreement, Consultant shall return
to SDCOE any and all equipment, documents or materials and all copies made thereof which
Consultant received from SDCOE or produced for SDCOE for the purposes of this Agreement.
3. Termination.
This Agreement may be terminated with or without cause by SDCOE. Termination without cause
shall be effective only upon 60-day written notice to Consultant. During said 60-day period
Consultant shall perform all consulting services in accordance with this Agreement.
This Agreement may also be terminated by SDCOE for cause in the event of a material breach
of this Agreement, misrepresentation by Consultant in connection with the formation of this
Agreement or the performance of services, or the failure to perform services as directed by
SDCOE. Termination for cause shall be effected by delivery of written notice of termination to
Consultant. It is understood and agreed the termination may be delivered via email and shall be
effective on the date sent.
4. Compensation and Reimbursement.
The SDCOE will compensate Consultant at a rate of $3,000, not to exceed a total of three
housand dollars ($3,000). Consultant understands and agrees that there shall be no payment in
instances where services are not provided. All payments are made based upon a net 30 basis
from receipt and approval of submitted invoice. The SDCOE reserves the right to prorate any
compensation based upon the services actually performed.
Invoices must include the SDCOE assigned agreement number stipulated on the first page of this
Agreement. Consultant will invoice SDCOE monthly for services that have been completed in the
previous month.
Consultant may be reimbursed for reasonable and necessary expenses in accordance with
SDCOE reimbursement policies provided such expenses are pre-approved by the SDCOE
contact designee. Expense reimbursement requests require receipts, without accompanying
receipts will not be reimbursed.
5. Confidential Relationship.
SDCOE may from time to time communicate to Consultant certain information to enable
Consultant to effectively perform the services. Consultant shall treat all such information as
confidential, whether or not so identified, and shall not disclose any part thereof without the prior
written consent of the SDCOE. Consultant shall limit the use and circulation of such information,
even within its own organization, to the extent necessary to perform the services. The foregoing
Page 1 of 8
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obligation of this Paragraph 5, however, shall not apply to any part of the information that (i) has
been disclosed in publicly available sources of information; (ii) is, through no fault of Consultant,
hereafter disclosed in publicly available sources of information; (iii) is now in the possession of
Consultant without any obligation of confidentiality; (iv) is required to be disclosed by operation of
law; or (v) has been or is hereafter rightfully disclosed to Consultant by a third party, but only to
the extent that the use or disclosure thereof has been or is rightfully authorized by that third party.
Consultant shall not disclose any reports, recommendations, conclusions or other results of the
services or the existence of the subject matter of this Agreement without the prior written consent
of the SDCOE. In its performance hereunder, Consultant shall comply with all legal obligations it
may now or hereafter have respecting the information or other property of any other person, firm
or corporation.
6. Public Records Act.
Consultant acknowledges that the SDCOE is a public agency subject to the requirements of the
California Public Records Act Cal. Gov. Code section 6250 et seq. The SDCOE acknowledges
that Consultant may submit information that Consultant considers confidential, proprietary, or
trade secret information pursuant the Uniform Trade Secrets Act (Cal. Civ. Code section 3426 et
seq.), or otherwise protected from disclosure pursuant to an exemption to the California Public
Records Act (Government Code sections 6254 and 6255). Consultant acknowledges that the
SDCOE may submit to Consultant information that the SDCOE considers confidential or
proprietary or protected from disclosure pursuant to exemptions to the California Public Records
Act (Government Code sections 6254 and 6255). Upon request or demand of any third person or
entity not a party to this Agreement (“Requestor”) for production, inspection and/or copying of
information designated by a Disclosing Party as Confidential Information, the Receiving Party as
soon practical but within three (3) days of receipt of the request, shall notify the Disclosing Party
that such request has been made, by telephone call, letter sent via facsimile and/or by US Mail to
the address and facsimile number listed at the end of the Agreement. The Disclosing Party shall
be solely responsible for taking whatever legal steps are necessary to protect information deemed
by it to be Confidential Information and to prevent release of information to the Requestor by the
Receiving Party. If the Disclosing Party takes no such action, after receiving the foregoing notice
from the Receiving Party, the Receiving Party shall be permitted to comply with the Requestor’s
demand and is not required to defend against it.
7. Ownership of Documents.
All memoranda, reports, plans, specifications, maps and other documents prepared or obtained
under the terms of this Agreement by or for SDCOE shall be the property of SDCOE and shall be
delivered to SDCOE by Consultant upon demand.
Services provided to the SDCOE, and all participating schools therein, and all related materials
including, but not limited to; audio; video; images; Consultant’s name, slogans, quotes, writings;
posters; and any other related materials which are exclusively owned by the Consultant will
remain the exclusive property of the Consultant.
8. Fund Availability
Funding of this Agreement, if funded by the SDCOE, is contingent upon appropriation and
availability of funds. Work performed in advance of Agreement approval shall be done at the sole
risk of Consultant. In the event the funds are not available by operation of law or budget
determination, SDCOE shall have the exclusive right to withhold funding.
9. Data Privacy and Protection
All SDCOE content/data (to include but not limited to: students, teachers, interns, aides,
Principals, and other administrative personnel) information involved in this agreement shall
continue to be the property of and under the control of the SDCOE.
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All content/data created by the SDCOE or by its students or personnel using the service provided
will cease to be retained by the Consultant at the conclusion of this Agreement and will, in fact,
be removed from the Consultant’s records.
The Consultant will not use any information in a student or personnel record for any purposes
other than those required or specifically permitted by this Agreement. Any other use of the
SDCOE’s student and personnel information will not be undertaken without the express, written
consent of the SDCOE.
The Consultant uses the following methods to ensure the privacy and security of all electronically
stored information:
 transmission of student and personnel information is always via secure protocols (SFTP,
SSL and/or encryption)
 no data transmission occurs via email
 student and personnel data are stored in an encrypted form and programmatic access to
that data is done using secure coding standards without visible account or password
information
 all server systems including data storage are maintained in a locked, secure,
environmentally controlled facility
 all server systems have been hardened with industry standard recommended measures
for security protection
The Consultant will notify the SDCOE within 24 hours of the Consultant discovering an
unauthorized access or disclosure of SDCOE data.
The Consultant and the SDCOE will work together to ensure compliance with FERPA regulations
as applicable.
10. No Assignments.
Neither any part nor all of this Agreement may be assigned or subcontracted, except as otherwise
specifically provided herein, or to which SDCOE, in its sole discretion, consents to in advance
thereof in writing. Any assignment or subcontracting in violation of this provision shall be void.
11. Audit.
Consultant agrees to maintain and preserve, until three (3) years after termination of the
Agreement with the SDCOE and to permit the State of California or any of its duly authorized
representatives, to have access to and to examine and audit any pertinent books, documents,
papers, and records related to this Agreement.
12. Independent Contractor.
It is expressly understood that at all times, while rendering the services described herein, and in
complying with any terms and conditions of this Agreement, Consultant is acting as an
independent contractor and not as an officer, agent, or employee of the SDCOE.
13. Licenses, Permits, Etc.
Consultant represents and declares to SDCOE that it has all licenses, permits, qualifications, and
approvals of whatever nature that is legally required to practice its profession. Consultant
represents and warrants to SDCOE that Consultant shall, at its sole cost and expense, keep in
effect at all times during the term of this Agreement, any license, permit, or approval which is
legally required for Consultant to practice its profession.
14. Consultant's Insurance.
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The Consultant shall maintain and shall cause each Subcontractor to maintain Public Liability and
Property Damage Insurance to protect them and the SDCOE from all claims for personal injury,
including accidental death, as well as from all claims for property damage arising from the
operations under this Agreement. The minimum amounts of such insurance shall be as
hereinafter set forth.
Required Amounts of Insurance:
General Liability
Comprehensive form Products/Completed
Operations

Bodily Injury and
Property Damage

$1,000,000
Amount

Auto Liability
Comprehensive form Owned, Non-owned Hired

Bodily Injury and
Property Damage
Combined

$100,000/$300,000
Amount

The Consultant shall file, with the SDCOE, Certificates of Insurance indicating a thirty-day (30)
cancellation notice and naming the SAN DIEGO COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
as an additional insured.
15. Workers’ Compensation.
The Consultant shall provide workers’ compensation insurance or shall self-insure their services
in compliance with provisions of Section 3700 of the Labor Code of the State of California. A
Certificate of Insurance may be provided, providing for such, or Consultant shall sign and file on
company letterhead stationery with the SDCOE the following certificate:
“I am aware of the provisions of Section 3700 of the Labor Code which requires
every employer to be insured against liability for workers’ compensation or to
undertake self-insurance in accordance with the provision of that Code, and I
will comply with such provision before commencing the performance of the
work of this Agreement.”
16. Tuberculosis Clearance.
Consultant shall certify in writing that Consultant’s employees, volunteers, and subcontractors
receive clearance for TB.
17. Pupil Safety/School Safety Act.
Consultant shall comply with all provisions of Education Code section 45125.1 et seq., as
applicable to the determination below. The SDCOE has completed the “Pupil Safety Provisions”
below certifying the level of contact that Consultant is expected to have with SDCOE’S pupils.
_____ The SDCOE has determined that greater then limited contact with pupils may occur under
the terms of this Agreement. Fingerprinting and certification will be required of the Consultant. No
work may take place until the requirements of Education Code section 45125.1 have been met.
_____The SDCOE has determined that limited contact with pupils may occur under the terms of
this Agreement. In lieu of fingerprinting, a SDCOE employee will provide supervision at all times
when the Consultant has contact with pupils.
__X__ The SDCOE has determined that there will be no contact with pupils under the terms of
this Agreement.
The above determination is made by ______________________________________
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Signature _________________________________ Date __________
(SDCOE Program Manager/Director)

18. Indemnification.
Consultant agrees to hold harmless, defend, and to indemnify the SDCOE, accept any and all
responsibility for loss or damage to any person or entity, including SDCOE, and to indemnify, hold
harmless, and release SDCOE, its officers, agents, and employees, from and against any actions,
claims, damages, liabilities, disabilities, or expenses, that may be asserted by any person or
entity, including Consultant, that arise out of, pertain to, or relate to Consultant’s or its agents’,
employees’, contractors’, subcontractors’, or invitees’ performance or obligations under this
Agreement. Consultant agrees to provide a complete defense for any claim or action brought
against SDCOE based upon a claim relating to such Consultant’s or its agents’, employees’,
contractors’, subcontractors’, or invitees’ performance or obligations under this Agreement.
Consultant’s obligations under this Section apply whether or not there is concurrent negligence
on SDCOE’s part, but to the extent required by law, excluding liability due to SDCOE’s conduct.
SDCOE shall have the right to select its legal counsel at Consultant’s expense, subject to
Consultant’s approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld. This indemnification obligation
is not limited in any way by any limitation on the amount or type of damages or compensation
payable to or for Consultant or its agents under workers' compensation acts, disability benefits
acts, or other employee benefit acts.
19. Tobacco-Free Facility.
The SDCOE is a tobacco-free facility. Tobacco use (smoked or smokeless) is prohibited at all
times on all areas of or within SDCOE property.
20. Notices.
All notices, legal or otherwise, shall be provided as follows:
SDCOE:

Mara Madrigal-Weiss, Executive Director
6401 Linda Vista Rd
San Diego, CA 92111
858-298-2068
mmadrigal@sdcoe.net
With copy to: Chief Business Officer and
SDCOE Legal Services
6401 Linda Vista Rd
San Diego, CA 92111

Consultant:

Erin Feeley, Executive Director
Bella Mente Montessori Academy
1737 W. Vista Way
Vista, CA 92083
760-621-8931
efeeley@bellamentecharter.org

21. Amendment.
No oral or other agreements or understandings shall be effective to modify or alter the written
terms of the agreement. This Agreement may be amended or modified only by a written
instrument signed by the SDCOE and by a duly authorized representative of the Consultant.
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22. Governing Law/Venue.
In the event of litigation, the Agreement and related matters shall be governed by and construed
in accordance with the laws of the State of California. Venue shall be with the appropriate state
or federal court located in San Diego County.
23. Compliance with Law.
The Consultant shall be subject to, and shall comply with, all federal, state, and local laws and
regulations applicable to its performance under this Agreement including, but not limited to:
licensing, employment, purchasing practices, wages, hours, and conditions of employment,
including non-discrimination.
24. Debarment, Suspension or Ineligibility Clause.
By signing this Agreement, the Consultant certifies that the Consultant, and any of its principles
and/or subcontractors:
i. Are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, or declared ineligible for
the award of contracts by any federal agency, and;
ii. Have not, within a three-year period preceding this Agreement, been convicted of or had a
civil judgment rendered against them for: commission of fraud or a criminal offense in
connection with containing, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or
local) transaction or contract under a public transaction; violation of federal or state antitrust
statues or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery falsification or destruction of
records, making false statements, or receiving stolen property. Consultant certifies that no
employee, officer, agent, or subcontractor who may come in contact with students in
performance of this Agreement, has been convicted of a serious or violent felony.
25. Final Approval.
This Agreement is of no force or effect until approved by signature by the SDCOE Superintendent
of Schools or his designee, the Assistant Superintendent of Business Services.
26. Employment with Public Agency and Retirees.
Consultant, if an employee of another public agency, agrees that Consultant will not receive salary
or remuneration, other than vacation pay, as an employee of another public agency for the actual
time in which services are being performed pursuant to this Agreement. Retirees should seek
guidance from their respective retirement system to avoid a loss of retirement benefits.
27. Counterparts.
This Agreement (and any amendments) may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which
shall be deemed an original, but all of which, together, shall constitute one and the same
instrument. Documents delivered electronically shall be valid and binding.
28. Entire Agreement.
This Agreement represents the entire Agreement and understandings of the parties hereto and
no prior writings, conversations or representations of any nature shall be deemed to vary the
provisions hereof. This Agreement may not be amended in any way except by a writing duly
executed by both parties hereto.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be duly executed,
such parties acting by their representatives being thereunto duly authorized.
SAN DIEGO COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS

CONSULTANT

By (Authorized Signature)

By (Authorized Signature)

Michael Simonson
Name (Type or Print)

Erin Feeley
Name (Type or Print)

Deputy Superintendent, Chief Business Officer
Title

Executive Director
Title

Date

Date
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EXHIBIT A
SPECIAL PROVISIONS
A. Scope of Services.
Bella Mente Montessori Academy School Team ($3,000):


Will identify a minimum of 3 team members that must include an administrator



All team members will attend a series of 6 Community of Practice meetings (2 hours
each)



Team will hold additional team meetings throughout the span of the project to coordinate
SEL activities



Team will implement SEL practices across the district schools



Participation in surveys and other data collecting efforts as needed
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Remit To:
Staples Technology Solutions
P.o. Box 95230
Chicago, IL 60694
Call:1-888-438-4806
Customer:

06218948
BELLA MENTE CHARTER SCHOOL
ATTN: JENNIFER MEEKER
1737 W VISTA WAY
VISTA, CA 920832112

Ship-To:

Quote Number
885EKP

ATTN:
Salesperson:
CO-DV-DP:
Printed:
Expires:
Terms:
Ship Via:
Whse/Order Type:

Quote Date
04-23-2021

JENNIFER M MEEKER
M.Waelde
01-04-12
04-23-2021 @ 04:19PM
05-15-2021
NET 30
FEDEX GROUND PPD
LOS ANGELES WHSE / Stock

JENNIFER M MEEKER
BELLA MENTE CHARTER SCHOOL
1737 W VISTA WAY
VISTA, CA 92083
Line Code
1 XE310XBA-K01

Description
US.SAMSUNG CHROMEBOOK 4

Qty.

UOM Price

Extended

120 EA

219.000

26,280.00

120 EA

30.650

3,678.00

120 EA

4.000

480.00

1 EA

147.650

147.65

Subtotal $

30,585.65

Sales Tax $

2,511.14

Fees $

0.00

Freight $

0.00

Misc $

0.00

Total $

33,096.79

P/O Line# 1
2 CROSSSWDISED

U-NEW.Google Chrome Lic
P/O Line# 2

3 FEES

California Waste Fees
P/O Line# 3

4 FREIGHT

FREIGHT CHARGE
P/O Line# 4
Thank You! STS: 04-2896127

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1) Tax and freight charges may be added.
2) All product shipped FOB shipping point, unless otherwise specified.
3) In the event that payment is not made within the terms of this invoice, a service charge of 1.5% per month shall be
assessed on the unpaid balance overdue. Buyer understands and agrees that the service charge is reasonable in light
of the anticipated or actual harm, the difficulties of proof of loss, and the inconvenience of otherwise obtaining
adequate remedy arising from a default in payment.
4) Damage in transit must be reported to carrier and inspection requested within 15 days of delivery to your premises
- a) Examine cartons carefully before accepting delivery receipt.
- b) Note damage or shortage on freight bill of delivery receipt.
- c) Unpack merchandise promptly to detect concealed damage, save cartons for inspection.
- d) Notify your Staples Technology Solutions representative immediately.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, price & availability is subject to change without notice. Seller reserves
the right to reasonably adjust price based on extraordinary market events (e.g., epidemics, shortages, tariffs, etc.).
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IPI Grant LEA Certification Form

Please wait while the survey loads...
Accessible Version

Certification Form
LEA Certification Form for the In-Person
Instruction Grant
School Facilities and Transportation Services Division
The California Legislature provided $6.6 billion in the Assembly Bill 86 COVID-19 relief package,
including $2 billion for In-Person Instruction (IPI) Grants and $4.6 billion for Expanded Learning
Opportunities (ELO) Grants. Governor Newsom signed AB 86 on March 5, 2021.
This form is the Local Educational Agency (LEA) Certification Form for the IPI Grant. Pursuant to
Education Code (EC) Section 43521(c)(5), the California Department of Education (CDE) is making this
form available for LEAs to certify compliance with the eligibility requirements to receive an IPI Grant. The
statute requires that LEAs complete this form on or before June 1, 2021.
This form contains the following sections:
- LEA Identifying Information
- Definition of In-Person Instruction
- Certification of In-Person Instruction - Daily
- Certification of In-Person Instruction - Continuous
- Final Instructions
The content of this form is posted to the CDE's COVID-19 Relief and School Reopening Grants web page.
The CDE has sent the live link directly to LEAs for their use. It is essential that each LEA coordinate its
response locally [for instance, between program administrators and fiscal offices] to ensure that this form is
submitted only once, by an authorized representative of the LEA, no later than June 1, 2021.
The CDE will use the information provided in this form to verify eligibility for the IPI Grant and calculate
LEA allocations for the August 2021 IPI Grant apportionment. All fields are required. You will have the
opportunity to print your responses on the last page of the form. If you have questions about this form, or any
technical difficulties, please contact the IPI Grants Team at InPersonGrants@cde.ca.gov.
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Added May 5, 2021: In-person instruction may include hybrid models offering fewer than five days per week
of in-person instruction, provided that the LEA is offering in-person instruction to the greatest extent
possible, pursuant to EC Section 43504(b). For purposes of completing the LEA Certification Form, the LEA
should indicate the distance learning day as “Instructional Day, In-Person Instruction Offered” in order to
reflect an instructional week during which in-person instruction was offered to all required groups and
grades.

LEA Identifying Information
What is your CDS Code? (You may wish to verify your CDS code by referencing the California
School Directory. Enter your CDS code carefully as a string of 14 digits with no spaces or dashes.
Include all zeroes in the CDS code.)
37684520128223
CDS Code
Verify your LEA name. (Please verify and type your LEA name exactly as it appears in the
California School Directory.)
Bella Mente Montessori Academy
LEA Name
Is your LEA a charter school?
Yes
No
What is your Charter Number? (You may wish to verify your charter number by referencing the
California School Directory. Enter your charter number carefully as a string of four digits. Include
all zeroes in the charter number. Note: Nonclassroom-based charter schools are not eligible to
receive IPI Grants pursuant to EC Section 43521(c)(1).)
1515
Charter Number
LEA representative authorized to complete this form:
Erin
First Name
Feeley
Last Name
Executive Director
Title
efeeley@bellamentecharter.org
E-mail Address
Phone Number (999-999-9999) 760-621-8931

Definition of In-Person Instruction
To be eligible for full funding, LEAs must offer in-person instruction, as defined in EC Section 43520.5(f),
including hybrid models, by April 1, 2021 for specified student groups. IPI Grants will be reduced by one
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percent for each calendared instructional day that an LEA does not offer in-person instruction for all required
groups. IPI Grants will be forfeited if an LEA does not offer in-person instruction for all required groups by
May 15, 2021, or if in-person instruction is not offered continuously through the end of the scheduled 2020–
21 school year, unless otherwise ordered by a state or local health officer (EC Section 32521(c)(2)(B)).
An LEA shall be considered to be offering in-person instruction only when serving all required groups and
grade levels, pursuant to EC Section 43521(c)(3). Frequently asked questions specific to the meaning of inperson instruction for the IPI Grant can be found on CDE's IPI and ELO Grants Frequently Asked Questions
web page.
The LEA certifies that it understands the definition of in-person instruction described in statute.
✔

Yes*

* If in-person instruction has been implemented as defined in statute, the LEA must retain documentation
that verifies and substantiates the information provided in this certification form.

Certification of In-Person Instruction - Daily
Note: The scheduled school year is the adopted school calendar for the 2020–21 school year in effect on
March 1, 2021. (EC Section 43521(c)(2)(B))
Added May 5, 2021: In-person instruction may include hybrid models offering fewer than five days per week
of in-person instruction, provided that the LEA is offering in-person instruction to the greatest extent
possible, pursuant to EC Section 43504(b). For purposes of completing the LEA Certification Form, the LEA
should indicate the distance learning day as “Instructional Day, In-Person Instruction Offered” in order to
reflect an instructional week during which in-person instruction was offered to all required groups and
grades.
Our LEA offered in-person instruction for all required groups and grade levels on April 1-2, 2021 as
shown below:
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Thursday, April
Thursday, April
Thursday, April
1, 2021
1, 2021
1, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Thursday, April 1, 2021 NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Friday, April 2,
Friday, April 2,
Friday, April 2,
2021
2021
2021 Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonFriday, April 2, 2021
Day, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
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Day

Offered

Offered

Our LEA offered in-person instruction for all required groups and grade levels on April 5-9, 2021 as
shown below:
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Monday, April
Monday, April
Monday, April
5, 2021
5, 2021
5, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Monday, April 5, 2021
NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Tuesday, April
Tuesday, April
Tuesday, April
6, 2021
6, 2021
6, 2021
Instructional
Instructional
Calendared
Tuesday, April 6, 2021
Day, In-Person
Day, In-Person
NonInstruction Not
Instruction
Instructional
Offered
Offered
Day
Wednesday,
Wednesday,
Wednesday,
April 7, 2021
April 7, 2021
April 7, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Thursday, April
Thursday, April
Thursday, April
8, 2021
8, 2021
8, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Thursday, April 8, 2021 NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Friday, April 9,
Friday, April 9,
Friday, April 9,
2021
2021
2021 Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonFriday, April 9, 2021
Day, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Our LEA offered in-person instruction for all required groups and grade levels on April 12-16, 2021
as shown below:
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Monday, April
Monday, April
Monday, April
12, 2021
12, 2021
12, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Monday, April 12, 2021 NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
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Instructional
Day
Tuesday, April
13, 2021
Calendared
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 NonInstructional
Day
Wednesday,
April 14, 2021
Calendared
Wednesday, April 14, 2021 NonInstructional
Day
Thursday, April
15, 2021
Calendared
Thursday, April 15, 2021 NonInstructional
Day

Friday, April 16, 2021

Friday, April 16,
2021 Calendared
NonInstructional
Day

Instruction Not
Offered
Tuesday, April
13, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction Not
Offered
Wednesday,
April 14, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction Not
Offered
Thursday, April
15, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction Not
Offered
Friday, April 16,
2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction Not
Offered

Instruction
Offered
Tuesday, April
13, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction
Offered
Wednesday,
April 14, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction
Offered
Thursday, April
15, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction
Offered
Friday, April 16,
2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction
Offered

Our LEA offered in-person instruction for all required groups and grade levels on April 19-23, 2021
as shown below:
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Monday, April
Monday, April
Monday, April
19, 2021
19, 2021
19, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Monday, April 19, 2021 NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Tuesday, April
Tuesday, April
Tuesday, April
20, 2021
20, 2021
20, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Wednesday,
Wednesday,
Wednesday,
April 21, 2021
April 21, 2021
April 21, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Wednesday, April 21, 2021 NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
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Thursday, April 22, 2021

Friday, April 23, 2021

Day
Thursday, April
22, 2021
Calendared
NonInstructional
Day
Friday, April 23,
2021 Calendared
NonInstructional
Day

Offered
Thursday, April
22, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction Not
Offered
Friday, April 23,
2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction Not
Offered

Offered
Thursday, April
22, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction
Offered
Friday, April 23,
2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction
Offered

Our LEA offered in-person instruction for all required groups and grade levels on April 26-30, 2021
as shown below:
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Monday, April
Monday, April
Monday, April
26, 2021
26, 2021
26, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Monday, April 26, 2021 NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Tuesday, April
Tuesday, April
Tuesday, April
27, 2021
27, 2021
27, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Tuesday, April 27, 2021 NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Wednesday,
Wednesday,
Wednesday,
April 28, 2021
April 28, 2021
April 28, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Wednesday, April 28, 2021 NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Thursday, April
Thursday, April
Thursday, April
29, 2021
29, 2021
29, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Thursday, April 29, 2021 NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Friday, April 30,
Friday, April 30,
Friday, April 30,
2021
2021
2021 Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonFriday, April 30, 2021
Day, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
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Our LEA offered in-person instruction for all required groups and grade levels on May 3-7, 2021 as
shown below:
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Monday, May 3,
Monday, May 3,
Monday, May 3,
2021
2021
2021 Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonMonday, May 3, 2021
Day, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Tuesday, May 4,
Tuesday, May 4,
Tuesday, May 4,
2021
2021
2021 Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonTuesday, May 4, 2021
Day, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Wednesday,
Wednesday,
Wednesday,
May 5, 2021
May 5, 2021
May 5, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Wednesday, May 5, 2021 NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Thursday, May
Thursday, May
Thursday, May
6, 2021
6, 2021
6, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Thursday, May 6, 2021
NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Friday, May 7,
Friday, May 7,
Friday, May 7,
2021
2021
2021 Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonFriday, May 7, 2021
Day, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Our LEA offered in-person instruction for all required groups and grade levels on May 10-14, 2021
as shown below:
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
Monday, May
Monday, May
Monday, May
10, 2021
10, 2021
10, 2021
Calendared
Instructional
Instructional
Monday, May 10, 2021
NonDay, In-Person
Day, In-Person
Instructional
Instruction Not
Instruction
Day
Offered
Offered
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Tuesday, May
11, 2021
Calendared
Tuesday, May 11, 2021
NonInstructional
Day
Wednesday,
May 12, 2021
Calendared
Wednesday, May 12, 2021 NonInstructional
Day
Thursday, May
13, 2021
Calendared
Thursday, May 13, 2021 NonInstructional
Day

Friday, May 14, 2021

Friday, May 14,
2021 Calendared
NonInstructional
Day

Tuesday, May
11, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction Not
Offered
Wednesday,
May 12, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction Not
Offered
Thursday, May
13, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction Not
Offered
Friday, May 14,
2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction Not
Offered

Tuesday, May
11, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction
Offered
Wednesday,
May 12, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction
Offered
Thursday, May
13, 2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction
Offered
Friday, May 14,
2021
Instructional
Day, In-Person
Instruction
Offered

Certification of In-Person Instruction - Continuous
If an LEA does not offer continuous in-person instruction for all required groups and grade levels from when
it commences offering in-person instruction through the end of the 2020–21 school year, unless otherwise
ordered by a state or local health officer, it shall forfeit all funds allocated for its IPI Grant, pursuant to EC
Section 43521(c)(2)(B)(iii). Please note that compliance with this requirement will be included in the Annual
External Audit of K-12 Local Education Agencies.
Our LEA offered in-person instruction, as defined by AB 86, on or before May 15, 2021.
Yes
No
The first day of in-person instruction in our LEA on or after April 1, 2021, as defined by AB 86,
was: (Enter your response as MM/DD/YYYY)
04/12/2021

The scheduled end of our 2020–21 school year was/is: (Enter your response as MM/DD/YYYY)
06/11/2021
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Final Instructions
Once you select the Submit button below, your form responses will be sent to the California Department of
Education and you will be redirected to the COVID-19 Relief and School Reopening Grants web page. You
will receive an automated email response confirming the receipt of your LEA Certification Form responses.
The email address provided will also be added to a CDE list serv for the IPI Grant, through which you will
receive future communications. The name and title of the LEA representative authorized to complete this
form may be shared publicly on the CDE website and/or directly, to an LEA's county office of education.
Please Print your form responses using the button at the bottom of this page, and save your form responses
for your records.
I have successfully printed a copy these responses.
I certify that I am authorized to submit this form on behalf of my LEA.
(Type your first and last name below)
Erin Feeley

Questions about the LEA Certification Form should be directed to the IPI Grants Team at
InPersonGrants@cde.ca.gov.
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PRO BONO VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made this 28th day of April , 2021 by and between Four Blocks Consulting LLC (the
"Volunteer"), a California Consulting Firm, with a permanent address of 2053 Sequoia St, San Marcos,
CA 92078 and Bella Mente Montessori Academy (“BMMA”) , having its principal office at 1737 W
Vista Way, Vista, CA 92083 ("Organization").
1. The Work
A. Volunteer shall provide the services and deliverables (hereinafter "the Work") set forth as
agreed upon between the Volunteer and the Organization. The Work shall consist of pro bono
advice and consultation (including preparation and provision of reports and other work
product) related to student recruitment and includes the provision by Volunteer of all
personnel, equipment, facilities and supplies necessary to perform the Work.
B. Unless otherwise specified by the Organization, from time to time, Volunteer shall regularly
consult with and comply with any instructions or directives regarding the scope and results of
the Work given by Rebecca McQuestion who shall have general control in relation to which
the Work is to be performed (the "Work").
C. Volunteer represents and warrants that:
i.

it shall perform the Work in a professional manner;

ii. it is and will be, and has personnel who are, appropriately trained, qualified and (if
required by applicable law) licensed to perform the Work;
iii. the Work does not violate or infringe any copyright, patent, trade secret, trademark, trade
name, right of privacy, or any other proprietary or other right of any person;
iv. it has full power and authority to enter into this Agreement, to perform and complete the
Work, and to grant the rights granted hereunder.
2.

Volunteer Status
The relationship of Volunteer to the Organization is that of a pro bono consultant, meaning
Volunteer shall receive no compensation for the Work performed pursuant to this Agreement.
The Volunteer is directly responsible for the mode, method, and manner of its activities. Under no
circumstances, as a result of this Agreement, shall Volunteer or any employee, agent, or
representative of Volunteer be considered an employee, agent, or representative of the
Organization. Nothing contained herein shall create any agency, partnership, association, or joint
venture between Volunteer and the Organization. Volunteer shall have no right or authority to
create any obligation or responsibility, express or implied, on behalf of or in the name of the
Organization, or to bind the Organization contractually in any manner whatsoever, nor shall the
Organization have any such right or authority in relation to Volunteer. Volunteer will not make
any representation, express or implied, that it is an agent or representative of the Organization.

3.

Term and Termination
This Agreement commences upon the date first written above and continues through August 30,
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2021. The parties may mutually agree in writing to extend this Agreement at any time. Either
party may terminate this Agreement with or without cause immediately upon written notice to
the other party.
3.4. Confidentiality
A. Volunteer shall hold in confidence and shall not disclose, distribute, sell, copy, or otherwise
disseminate or use (other than in the performance of the Work) the Organization’s
“Confidential Information,” which includes
i. Details including current donors and funders of _BMMA_, and its business strategy and
development plan
ii. Any information about or relating to the Work or any results of the Work including without
limitation to any business partners recruited and retained
iii. Any information obtained, learned, received, or developed by Volunteer while performing
the Work that relates to the employees, research, development, plans, business affairs,
property, records, processes, or techniques of the Organization or of any third party that is
performing work
iv. The names, addresses and other personally identifiable information pertaining to current
and prospective students of BMMA and their parents/guardians.
B.

C. The term “Confidential Information” excludes information that
(a) was in the public domain at the time it was disclosed or has entered the public domain
through no fault of the receiving Party
(b) was at the time of disclosure, was known to the receiving Party through lawful means or
through acts of a third party who is free to make such disclosure without restriction
(c) was independently developed by the receiving Party without any use of the Confidential
Information, or
(d) is disclosed pursuant to a lawful order or requirement of a court, administrative agency,
or other governmental body having jurisdiction over the receiving Party; provided,
however, that the receiving Party shall provide prompt notice thereof to the disclosing
Party to enable the disclosing Party to seek a protective order or otherwise prevent or
restrict such disclosure.

C. Volunteer agrees that the Confidential Information may only be used during Volunteer’s Work
and as directed by Organization, and may not be used after Volunteer’s Work ends, in whole
or in part, in any form for any reason or purpose whatsoever. Upon the expiration or
termination of this Agreement, Volunteer shall return all Confidential Information in its
possession to Organization. This Section 4 shall survive the expiration or termination of this
Agreement.
4.5. Intellectual Property
The Work shall be deemed pro bono, volunteer work and the Organization shall own all right, title,
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and interest in and to the Work and each part and component thereof, whether or not patentable
or copyrightable (including, without being limited to, results, information, materials, products,
trade secrets, know-how, technical and non-technical data, discoveries, methods, processes,
studies, research, test results, techniques, improvements, developments, and any files, notebooks,
drawings, software, computer programs, diagrams, specifications, and other documents
containing or recording any of the foregoing), and any copyright therein and patent application or
patent thereon. Volunteer hereby transfers and assigns to the Organization all right, title and
interest in and to the Work.
At the Organization's request, Volunteer shall promptly give, execute, deliver, file, and record any
and all applications, assignments or other instruments, and shall do such other acts and things, as
the Organization may deem necessary in order effectively to transfer, assign, convey, and vest in
and to the Organization all right, title, and interest in and to the Work, each part and component
thereof, all copyrights therein, and all patent applications and patents thereon; in order to assist
the Organization in prosecuting or defending any litigation and proceedings relating to the Work,
any part or component thereof, any copyright therein, or any patent application or patent
thereon; or in order to evidence or preserve the Organization's ownership of the right, title, and
interest in and to the Work, each part and component thereof, all copyrights therein, and all
patent applications and patents thereon. This Section 65 shall survive the expiration or
termination of this Agreement.
5.6. Indemnity
A. Volunteer shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Organization from and against any
and all losses, claims, allegations, demands, suits, proceedings, investigations, prosecutions,
actions, causes of action, liabilities, obligations, costs, expenses, assessments, settlements,
judgments, interest, penalties (including legal expenses and reasonable attorneys’ fees),
damages or injuries of any kind or nature whatsoever (including, without limitation, damage,
loss or destruction of real or personal property, personal or bodily injury or death) to the
Organization and all other persons, caused by, resulting from, arising out of, or occurring in
connection with: (i) Volunteer’s breach of this Agreement; (ii) Volunteer’s breach of
applicable law; (iii) Volunteer’s performance or non-performance of the services provided
pursuant to this Agreement; (iv) the infringement of any patent, copyright, trade secret,
trademark, confidential information or other proprietary right of any third party; and (v)
Volunteer’s negligent acts or omissions or intentional conduct.
B. The Organization shall provide Volunteer with notice of a claim and demand indemnification
under this Agreement. In the event Volunteer fails to conduct the defense (which may
include: compromise or settlement) actively, diligently and in good faith, the Organization
may take any and all actions that it deems in its sole discretion to be necessary or desirable
to preserve its rights in respect of such claim, including the right (but not the obligation) to
engage counsel and defend, compromise or settle such claim, without waiving or otherwise
limiting its rights under this Section. Volunteer shall consult with the Organization and at all
times will keep the Organization informed of all material matters relating to such defense,
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compromise or settlement. The Organization shall be entitled to participate in any litigation
and/or in negotiations relating to any compromise or settlement with counsel of its own
choice, provided that Volunteer, subject to fulfilling its obligations under this Section, shall
not be liable to the Organization for any legal costs and expenses relating to such
participation by the Organization. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this
Section, Volunteer shall not agree to any compromise or settlement of any third-party claim,
or permit a default or consent to entry of any judgment in respect of such claim, without the
Organization’s prior written consent.
C. The term “Volunteer” means any individual engaged by the Volunteer in connection with any
portion of the services provided under this Agreement and their respective employees,
officers, directors, agents, servants or representatives. The references to the Organization in
this Section shall include, and the provisions of this Section shall inure to the benefit of, the
Organization, its affiliated entities and their respective employees, volunteers, trustees,
directors, officers, agents, representatives, servants, successors and assigns. The provisions of
this Section 86 shall survive termination of this Agreement.
7.

Insurance
Organization shall not provide any insurance coverage to Volunteer in relation to the Work
under this Agreement, nor to Volunteer’s employees, officers, partners, representatives or
agents. Volunteer shall procure and at all times maintain insurance coverage that is common
and ordinary for its business and the Work under this Agreement.

6.8. Use of Organization's Name
Volunteer shall not use the name, trade name, trademark, or any other designation of the
Organization, or any contraction, abbreviation, adaptation, or simulation of any of the
foregoing, for any purpose, including but not limited to, in any advertisement or for any
commercial or promotional purpose (including without limitation in any portfolio or on any
website or similar forum) without the Organization's prior written consent. This Section 8 shall
survive termination of this Agreement.
7.9. Notices
All notices or communications pertaining to this Agreement shall be given in writing either by
email, personal delivery, by overnight courier, or by registered U.S. Mail with return receipt.
The effective date of any notice or communication referred to hereunder shall be: (i) if personally
delivered or emailed, the date of such delivery, (ii) if delivered by courier, the next business day
following the date on which such notice or communication is deposited with such courier, or (iii)
delivered by U.S. mail, 7 days after the date on which such notice or communication is deposited
with the U.S. Postal Service.
Notice shall be provided as follows:
If to Volunteer:
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Four Blocks Consulting
2053 Sequoia St
San Marco, CA 92078
If to Organization:
Belle Mente Montessori Academy
1737 W Vista Way,
Vista, CA 92083
8.10. Compliance with Laws
A. Volunteer shall, at its own cost and expense, comply with all federal, state and local laws,
rules and regulations applicable to Organization’s facilities and the performance by Volunteer
of its obligations under this Agreement. Volunteer shall, or shall cause its employees or agents
to, at its own cost and expense, obtain any permits, licenses or similar authorizations
necessary for the performance of its obligations under this Agreement.
B. Volunteer shall not discriminate against any employee of Volunteer, nor any employee,
volunteer, director, officer, representative, agent, or any current or prospective student or
their parent/guardian or family of Organization, because of race, color, religion, sexual
orientation, gender and/or gender identity or expression, marital or parental status, national
origin, ethnicity, citizenship or immigration status, veteran or military status, age, disability
and any other legally protected basis, real or perceived, and included any affiliation with
such individuals.
9.11. Governing Law
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of California,
without regard to principles relating to conflicts of law. The courts of the State of California in San
Diego County, and the United States District Court for the Southern District of California shall have
exclusive jurisdiction over the parties with respect to any dispute or controversy between them
arising under or in connection with this Agreement and, by execution and delivery of this
Agreement, the parties to this Agreement submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of those courts,
including, but not limited to, the in person am jurisdiction of those courts, waive any objection to
such jurisdiction on the grounds of venue or forum non convenience, or the absence of in person
am jurisdiction.
12.

Dispute Resolution
If there is any dispute or controversy between the parties arising out of or relating to this
Agreement, the parties agree to confidentially meet in good faith to discuss a mutually amicable
resolution to the dispute. If informal efforts at dispute resolution are not successful, the party with
the complaint will give written notice of the failure to resolve the dispute to the other party. The
parties agree that, within thirty (30) days of the date of written notice of the failure to resolve the
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dispute despite good faith efforts, they will again meet with a mutually agreeable mediator for nonbinding mediation in good faith, with each of the principal parties present. If the parties are still
unable to come to a resolution within thirty (30) days of the external mediation, the dispute will be
arbitrated in San Diego County, California, before a retired California state or federal court judge
under the Comprehensive Arbitration Rules of JAMS. The arbitrator, and not any federal, state, or
local court or agency, shall have the exclusive authority to fully and finally resolve any dispute
relating to the interpretation, applicability, enforceability, or formation of this Agreement,
including, but not limited to, any claim that all or any part of this Agreement is void or voidable, as
well as any dispute as to the arbitrability of any such claims. The arbitration proceedings set forth
and any arbitration award that results from those proceedings shall be confidential, unless
disclosure is otherwise required by law or judicial decision. Please note, by agreeing to this binding
arbitration provision, the parties waive certain important rights and protections that otherwise may
have been available if the dispute were determined by a court of law in a proceeding governed by
judicial procedures, including the right to a jury trial and to appeal. An arbitration award is final and
subject to a limited right of appeal, and arbitration may not include procedures, such as discovery,
typically available in a judicial proceeding.
10.13. Assignment
Neither party hereto may assign its rights or obligations under this Agreement without the prior
written consent of the other.
11.14. Amendment
Neither this Agreement nor any term, provision, or condition hereof may be changed,
supplemented, waived, or discharged orally, but only by an instrument in writing signed by both
parties.
12.15. Miscellaneous
This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the parties regarding its subject matter, and it
supersedes any and all prior and collateral negotiations, agreements and understandings, whether
written or oral regarding the subject matter. This Agreement shall, be binding on the parties and
their respective successors and permitted assigns. Any waiver of any term, provision or condition
of this Agreement in any one or more instances shall not be deemed to be or construed as a
further or continuing waiver of such term, provision or condition or as a waiver of any other term,
provision or condition of this Agreement. If any provision of this Agreement is determined to be
invalid, void or unenforceable in any respect, the remaining provisions hereof shall continue in full
force and effect.
This Agreement is not for the benefit of any third party. This Agreement may be executed by the
parties hereto in separate counterparts, each of which when executed and delivered shall be an
original, but all such counterparts shall together constitute but one and the same instrument. The
SOW attached hereto is made a part hereof as if fully included in the text. The captions of the
Sections are included herein only for the convenience of the parties and shall not be held to be
part of this Agreement or be considered in the interpretation of this Agreement or any of its
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provisions.
The individuals executing this Agreement represent and warrant that they have the right, power,
legal capacity, and authority to enter into and to execute this Agreement on behalf of their
respective legal entities.
13.16. Non-Exclusivity
The Organization reserves the right to enter into or maintain contracts with other firms that
provide similar services/products.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each party has executed this Agreement.
ORGANIZATION
By:

Name:
Title:
Date:

VOLUNTEER
By: Four Blocks Consulting
2053 Sequoia St
San Marcos, CA 92078
Name:
Melissa Chalmers
Title:
President
Date:
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BELLA MENTE CHARTER SCHOOL- AGENDA ITEM VIII.1.
TO: Board of Directors - Special Board Meeting
FROM: Executive Director
DATE: May 11, 2021
SUBJECT: Second Read of the Annual Update for the 2019-20 Local Control and Accountability Plan Year
and Annual Update for the 2020-21 Learning Continuity Attendance Plan to collect feedback from
stakeholders

ISSUE: Each year the Board of Directors is responsible for reviewing an annual update to the LCAP
document. This requirement was shifted due to the COVID pandemic.
BACKGROUND:
Senate Bill 820 requires:
●
●
●

Local educational agencies (LEAs) complete an Annual Update for the 2019–2020 LCAP and the
2020–21 Learning Continuity Plan
The Superintendent of Public Instruction, in consultation with the executive director of the State
Board of Education (SBE) revised the template for the annual update
SB 98 removed the requirement for LEAs to adopt an LCAP for the 2020–21 school year and
instead required LEAs to adopt a Learning Continuity Plan.

The purpose of the Annual Update is to assess the implementation of the actions within the plan and the
impact these actions have had on student outcomes in the prior year. This assessment includes a review of
state and local data and stakeholder input and a review of the funding used to implement the actions in the
plan .
The Annual Update is not intended to be an auditing or accounting document.
FISCAL IMPACT/ FUNDING SOURCE: $398,364 was received and accounted for using the 19-20
LCAP.
RECOMMENDATION: Discussion and review only with approval at the June Board of Directors
meeting.

Respectfully Submitted,
Erin Feeley
Executive Director
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California Department of Education
January 2021

Annual Update for Developing the 2021-22 Local Control and Accountability
Plan
Annual Update for the 2019–20 Local Control and Accountability Plan Year
Local Educational Agency (LEA) Name

Contact Name and Title

Bella Mente Academies

Rebecca McQuestion, Principal

Email and Phone
rmcquestion@bellamentecharter.org
760-621-8948 ext 330

The following is the local educational agency’s (LEA’s) analysis of its goals, measurable outcomes and actions and services from the
2019-20 Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP).

Goal 1
Ensure all teachers are prepared to help all students. Ensure all teachers are prepared to help all students (including LI Newcomers,
and FY) successfully meet grade level standards.
State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 1, 2, 4
Local Priorities: Basic Services, Implementation of State Standards, Pupil Achievement

Annual Measurable Outcomes
Expected
Math and ELA proficiency rates will increase by 3% as measured
by local interim assessments

Actual
[Add actual outcome here]
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Math and ELA proficiency rates will increase by 3% as measured
by SBAC.

[Add actual outcome here]

Actions / Services
Planned
Action/Service
Purchase of Curriculum Materials-ELD

Budgeted
Expenditures
$21,190.41

Actual Expenditures
$21,190.41

Goal Analysis
A description of how funds budgeted for Actions/Services that were not implemented were used to support students, families, teachers,
and staff.
The funds which were budgeted for the 2019-2020 school year were used to support students, families, teachers and staff as expected.
A description of the successes and challenges in implementing the actions/services to achieve the goal.
The 19-20 school year came with many challenges as we closed our doors to in-person learning on March 13.

Goal 2
Decrease the subgroup achievement gaps.
State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 1, 2, 5, 7, 8
Local Priorities: Basic Services, Implementation of State Standards, Pupil Achievement
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Annual Measurable Outcomes
Expected

Actual

Math and ELA proficiency rates will increase by 3% as measured
by local interim assessments

[Add actual outcome here]

Math and ELA proficiency rates will increase by 3% as measured
by SBAC.

[Add actual outcome here]

Actions / Services
Planned
Action/Service

Budgeted
Expenditures

Actual Expenditures

Action 1 -Intervention classes for both ELA and Math to supplement grade level
math classes -Afterschool intense focused instruction for ELA and Math
-Additional PD for teachers to assure math curriculum is taught with fidelity -MAP
assessment conducted during the school year to inform targeted instruction
-Frequent data analysis to inform targeted instruction

$67,000

[Add actual
expenditures here]

Action 2 - Upper Elementary/ Middle School Reading Specialist

$50,000

$0

Action 3 - Go Math! Professional Development

$2,800

$2,800

Action 4- Purchase of Go Math! Curriculum

$24,123.92

$22,092.13

Action 5- Instructional Assistants- Grades Tk-3

$400,000

$139,200.84

Goal Analysis
A description of how funds budgeted for Actions/Services that were not implemented were used to support students, families, teachers,
and staff.
[Add text here]
A description of the successes and challenges in implementing the actions/services to achieve the goal.
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[Add text here]

Goal 3
Increase the number of students who will have access to a broader based educational program.
State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 1, 2, 4, 7, 8
Local Priorities: Basic Services, Implementation of State Standards, Pupil Achievement

Annual Measurable Outcomes
Expected

Actual

Students will have greater access to extracurricular activities,
including art and PE.

All students had

Math and ELA proficiency rates will increase by 3% as measured
by local interim assessments

[Add actual outcome here]

Math and ELA proficiency rates will increase by 3% as measured
by SBAC.

[Add actual outcome here]

Actions / Services
Planned
Action/Service
Action 1 - Physical Education Teacher Bella Mente planned to employee a full
time credentialed PE teacher during the 2019/20 school year.

Budgeted
Expenditures
$70,777.83

Actual Expenditures
$65,088
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Action 2 - Art Teacher Salary Bella Mente planned to employ a full time
credentialed art teacher for the 2019/20 school year.

$83,975.91

$88,714

Action 3 Garden/Nutrition Teacher Bella Mente planned to employ a full time
credentialed garden/nutrition teacher for the 2019/20 school year.

$86,147.58

$91,001

Action 4 Coordinator of Curriculum and Instruction Bella Mente planned to
employ a full time Coordinator of Curriculum and Instruction for the 2019/20
school year.

$116,423.68

$49,199

Action 5 LEAP (Lifelong Enrichment and Arts Program) funding to contract
instructors to offer after school enrichment at no cost to students.

$5,280

$2,940

Goal Analysis
A description of how funds budgeted for Actions/Services that were not implemented were used to support students, families, teachers,
and staff.
[Add text here]
A description of the successes and challenges in implementing the actions/services to achieve the goal.
[Add text here]

Annual Update for the 2020–21 Learning Continuity and Attendance Plan
The following is the local educational agency’s (LEA’s) analysis of its 2020-21 Learning Continuity and Attendance Plan (Learning
Continuity Plan).
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In-Person Instructional Offerings
Actions Related to In-Person Instructional Offerings
Description

Total Budgeted
Funds

Estimated
Actual
Contributing
Expenditures

Personal Protective Equipment: Face coverings (masks and, where appropriate, face $22,000.00
shields) to ensure that students,staff, and family entering the campus and staff
working in the community are minimizing the spread of respiratory droplets while on
campus. Increased supplies of soap and hand sanitizer that is greater than 60%
alcohol. Gloves for staff interacting with the public.

Y

$24,096.46

Health Materials: Additional Thermometers to screen student temperature and
additional supplies to respond to students who display any signs of illness.

$500.00
Y
$173.00

Disinfecting Materials: Additional materials to support effective, routine disinfection of $6,000.00
high-touch surfaces such as spray bottles, disinfectant, paper towels, gloves,
goggles, and masks.

Y
$14,429.25

Signage, Posters, and Floor Decals: Visual cues throughout the campus to maximize $4,200.00
social distancing. Cues will help to direct traffic flow, minimize interactions between
families, and identify specific entry/exit points. Visuals will also reinforce face
covering and hand washing protocols.

Y
$4,661.32

Custodians/Cleaning Service: Maintain staffing at the campus so that, in addition to
$50,000.00
standard maintenance and cleaning, the campus is routinely disinfected in high-touch
areas.

Y
$53,328.21

Plexiglass Barriers: Plexiglass dividers to provide barriers when close contact is likely $15,700.00
and does not allow for physical distancing of 6 feet such as the front desk and at
each staff member’s work area including office staff and instructional staff.

Y
$7,629.29
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HVAC filters: HVAC filters will be replaced 3 times per year as recommended rather
than twice a year as has been procedure.

$2,100.00
Y
$4,973.41

Student Supplies: Additional supplies to limit the number of individuals using shared
objects including such items as pencil pouches to be filled with needed supplies
including pencils, pens and erasers. Other supplies such as paper notebooks and
paper lunch bags to store face masks.

$4,500.00

Handwashing Stations: Rental or purchase of handwashing stations for locations
which limited sink access.

$12,000.00

Y
$6,575.70
$1,322.79

Staffing: Additional staffing to ensure social distancing at arrival and between drop-off
and the student classroom. Additional staffing to complete mandatory health
screening at student arrival. Additional classified staffing to monitor students in the
physical classroom setting during live online instruction.
Mechanised Cleaning Equipment to Increase Daily Sanitation Procedureelectrostatic sprayer and floor cleaning equipment

Y

Y
$11,369.00
$15,660.59

Y

A description of any substantive differences between the planned actions and/or budgeted expenditures for in-person instruction and
what was implemented and/or expended on the actions.
[Add text here]

Analysis of In-Person Instructional Offerings
A description of the successes and challenges in implementing in-person instruction in the 2020-21 school year.
The Bella Mente Board of Directors decided to take a cautious approach to safely reopening after multiple surveys to staff and families.
Bella Mente was able to begin offering in-person instruction to scholars beginning April 12, immediately following Spring Break
(3/29-4/9). After speaking with stakeholders and teachers, the Board of Directors decided to delay opening to in-person learning until
staff had the opportunity to be fully vaccinated.
On March 2nd, Bella Mente employees became eligible for vaccination and the timeline for reopening began.
The plan was presented to staff and stakeholders at a Board Meeting on and safety protocols and a schedule were presented on
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Distance Learning Program
Actions Related to the Distance Learning Program
Description

Total Budgeted
Funds

McGraw Hill Wonders & StudySync are literacy programs for TK-8 grade

$11,514.00

McGraw Hill ALEKS is an artificially intelligent assessment and learning system for
math, grades 3-8

$9,990.00

McGraw Hill Big Universe is a K-12 literacy solution offering thousands of leveled
eBooks

$4,500.00

IXL is an interactive math program for grades TK-2

$2,695.00

MAPs is an innovative assessment measuring achievement and growth

$5,700.00

Studies Weekly is a standards-based consumable textbook that is paired with a
robust online platform for Social Studies & Science.

$5,800.00

Zoom for live meetings

$3,900.00

Chromebooks made available for all students who need a device to access distance
learning at home.

$53,000.00

Internet connectivity provided for all students who need connection to access
distance learning at home

$5,950.00

Physical copies of materials/curriculum for students with unique needs who require
printed home material

$2,500.00

DocuSign digital signatures for attendance, individualized education program
documentation

$5,200.00

Handwriting Without Tears for grades tk-3

$860.00

Wonders home materials for grades tk-3

$3,200.00

Estimated
Actual
Contributing
Expenditures
$11,686.83
$9,684.00
$8,214.77

Y
Y
Y

$2,943.00

Y

$5,700.00

Y

$5,723.40
$2,888.64
$51,689.16
$4,191.50

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

$4,100.00
$855.79
See above

Y
Y
Y
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Materials for at home learning (pencils, paper, computer mice, white boards,
markers, erasers, etc.)

$3,500.00

Verizon Hotspots while waiting for SDCOE MOU

$750.00

$3,548.14
$1,160.03

Y
Y

A description of any substantive differences between the planned actions and/or budgeted expenditures for the distance learning
program and what was implemented and/or expended on the actions.
[Add text here]

Analysis of the Distance Learning Program
A description of the successes and challenges in implementing each of the following elements of the distance learning program in the
2020-21 school year, as applicable: Continuity of Instruction, Access to Devices and Connectivity, Pupil Participation and Progress,
Distance Learning Professional Development, Staff Roles and Responsibilities, and Support for Pupils with Unique Needs.
[Add text here]

Pupil Learning Loss
Actions Related to the Pupil Learning Loss
Description

Total Budgeted
Funds

Addition of one Bilingual Reading Specialist

$73,120.00

Addition of two 4 to 7 pm Bilingual Credential Teachers

$31,000.00

Bilingual Community Liaison

$25,368.00

Estimated
Actual
Contributing
Expenditures
$56,559.43

Y

$16,249.66

Y

$41,730.05

Y

A description of any substantive differences between the planned actions and/or budgeted expenditures for addressing pupil learning
loss and what was implemented and/or expended on the actions.
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[Add text here]

Analysis of Pupil Learning Loss
A description of the successes and challenges in addressing Pupil Learning Loss in the 2020-21 school year and an analysis of the
effectiveness of the efforts to address Pupil Learning Loss to date.
[Add text here]

Analysis of Mental Health and Social and Emotional Well-Being
A description of the successes and challenges in monitoring and supporting mental health and social and emotional well-being in the
2020-21 school year.
BMA continues to support the mental health and social-emotional well-being of students, families, and staff through various efforts virtually: parent
training, staff training, creating and continually updating social-emotional and behavioral resource webpage, providing access to the school
psychologist via virtual office hours (for students, families, and staff), classroom observations, and collaborative consultations.
BMA continues the implementation of the MTSS model to support students. Using the MTSS model, students who struggle with attendance,
academic performance, social-emotional and behavioral functioning are identified. The attendance team closely monitors attendance and meets with
parents to address absenteeism. Teachers and staff members identify and refer students who appear to struggle with social-emotional functioning and
refer them to the school psychologist for immediate interventions and a follow-up with parents. Teachers identify students who struggle with
academic performance to the SST team. Various staff members, including but not limited to administrative personnel, homeroom teacher, reading
specialist, education specialist, occupational therapist, speech pathologist, and school psychologist attend SST meetings to hear parents’ concerns and
to provide solutions or ideas for interventions, as well as determining the level of intervention that students might need. Students identified as
needing a higher level of interventions will be referred to counseling (currently provided by Vista Community Clinic) and/or referred for special
education evaluation. The school psychologist participates in the DELAC meetings to meet and share resources with parents. The school
psychologist assesses and intervenes students who were identified as at-risk for self-harm or suicidal ideation. The school psychologist follows up
and monitors said students through collaborative consultations with parents and teachers.
The parent training offered at the beginning of the school year was conducted in 4 sessions in the evening (2 English and 2 Spanish). While the
interest was high, as marked by the number of registrants, only about 25 percent were actually in attendance. It is plausible the time and day of the
event, as well as limited access to technology, played a role in parents’ participation.
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About 3 to 4 students per week, on average, visit the school psychologist during office hours (daily from 12 – 1 PM). However, about 25 to 50
percent of those visits occurred outside of office hours. The virtual meeting continues to be a challenge because students are not able to leave a
message or the school psychologist is not able to follow up due to unclear identification (students frequently only use their first name for zoom
meeting identification). The limitations of the virtual meeting platform certainly hinder immediate and direct communication routes.

Analysis of Pupil and Family Engagement and Outreach
A description of the successes and challenges in implementing pupil and family engagement and outreach in the 2020-21 school year.
[Add text here]

Analysis of School Nutrition
A description of the successes and challenges in providing school nutrition in the 2020-21 school year.
For our families in need, Child Nutrition Services continued implementation of their operational procedures developed during the
spring school closures that continued through the summer months that ensure safe and effective meal delivery services. These
include use of a drive-thru process that ensures 6-10 feet of social distancing for staff and community members, use of appropriate
personal protective equipment(PPE) by all staff, and clear signage at all distribution points to reinforce social distancing practices
and use of masks for community and staff required per state and county health orders.
With summer meal flexibility and the associated waivers ending on August 30, 2020, Bella Mente opened on August 18, 2020, with
limited flexibility in place under the National School Lunch Program and School Breakfast Program parameters. These include the
service of meals to students enrolled at Bella Mente only.
This provision was eventually dropped and again allowed for summer meal flexibility through June 30, 2021. All children, aged 18 or
below can receive, for no charge, 5 breakfasts and 5 lunches in a Grab-and-Go format, weekly on Tuesday, 11-12. Children are not
required to be present to pick up their meals.
When Bella Mente moves to a blended learning program, Child Nutrition Services will provide snacks daily for all students who
attend in person, adhering to all social distancing requirements.
In addition to the Child Nutrition Program, the school works with local 501c3 organization Vista Teen Outreach and Got Your Back
San Diego to create Food Bags that consist of dry goods and bread. Families may request Food Bags on a weekly basis.
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Additional Actions and Plan Requirements
Additional Actions to Implement the Learning Continuity Plan

Section

Description

Total
Budgeted
Funds

NA

NA

NA

Estimated
Actual
Contributin
Expenditure g
s
NA

NA

A description of any substantive differences between the planned actions and budgeted expenditures for the additional plan
requirements and what was implemented and expended on the actions.
NA

Overall Analysis
An explanation of how lessons learned from implementing in-person and distance learning programs in 2020-21 have informed the
development of goals and actions in the 2021–24 LCAP.
[Add text here]
An explanation of how pupil learning loss continues to be assessed and addressed in the 2021–24 LCAP, especially for pupils with
unique needs.
[Add text here]
A description of any substantive differences between the description of the actions or services identified as contributing towards
meeting the increased or improved services requirement and the actions or services implemented to meet the increased or improved
services requirement.
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[Add text here]

Overall Analysis of the 2019-20 LCAP and the 2020-21 Learning Continuity and
Attendance Plan
A description of how the analysis and reflection on student outcomes in the 2019-20 LCAP and 2020-21 Learning Continuity and
Attendance Plan have informed the development of the 21-22 through 23-24 LCAP.
[Add text here]
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Instructions: Introduction
The Annual Update Template for the 2019-20 Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) and the Annual Update for the 2020–21
Learning Continuity and Attendance Plan must be completed as part of the development of the 2021-22 LCAP. In subsequent years,
the Annual Update will be completed using the LCAP template and expenditure tables adopted by the State Board of Education.
For additional questions or technical assistance related to the completion of the LCAP template, please contact the local COE, or the
California Department of Education’s (CDE’s) Local Agency Systems Support Office by phone at 916-319-0809 or by email at
lcff@cde.ca.gov.

Instructions: Annual Update for the 2019–20 Local Control and Accountability Plan
Year
Annual Update
The planned goals, state and/or local priorities, expected outcomes, actions/services, and budgeted expenditures must be copied
verbatim from the approved 2019-20 Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP). Minor typographical errors may be corrected.
Duplicate the Goal, Annual Measurable Outcomes, Actions / Services and Analysis tables as needed.

Annual Measurable Outcomes
For each goal in 2019-20, identify and review the actual measurable outcomes as compared to the expected annual measurable
outcomes identified in 2019-20 for the goal. If an actual measurable outcome is not available due to the impact of COVID-19 provide a
brief explanation of why the actual measurable outcome is not available. If an alternative metric was used to measure progress towards
the goal, specify the metric used and the actual measurable outcome for that metric.

Actions/Services
Identify the planned Actions/Services, the budgeted expenditures to implement these actions toward achieving the described goal and
the actual expenditures to implement the actions/services.

Goal Analysis
Using available state and local data and input from parents, students, teachers, and other stakeholders, respond to the prompts as
instructed.
● If funds budgeted for Actions/Services that were not implemented were expended on other actions and services through the end
of the school year, describe how the funds were used to support students, including low-income, English learner, or foster youth
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students, families, teachers and staff. This description may include a description of actions/services implemented to mitigate the
impact of COVID-19 that were not part of the 2019-20 LCAP.
● Describe the overall successes and challenges in implementing the actions/services. As part of the description, specify which
actions/services were not implemented due to the impact of COVID-19, as applicable. To the extent practicable, LEAs are
encouraged to include a description of the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the goal.

Instructions: Annual Update for the 2020–21 Learning Continuity and Attendance Plan
Annual Update
The action descriptions and budgeted expenditures must be copied verbatim from the 2020-21 Learning Continuity and Attendance
Plan. Minor typographical errors may be corrected.

Actions Related to In-Person Instructional Offerings
● In the table, identify the planned actions and the budgeted expenditures to implement actions related to in-person instruction and
the estimated actual expenditures to implement the actions. Add additional rows to the table as needed.
● Describe any substantive differences between the planned actions and/or budgeted expenditures for in-person instruction and
what was implemented and/or expended on the actions, as applicable.

Analysis of In-Person Instructional Offerings
● Using available state and/or local data and feedback from stakeholders, including parents, students, teachers and staff, describe
the successes and challenges experienced in implementing in-person instruction in the 2020-21 school year, as applicable. If
in-person instruction was not provided to any students in 2020-21, please state as such.

Actions Related to the Distance Learning Program
● In the table, identify the planned actions and the budgeted expenditures to implement actions related to the distance learning
program and the estimated actual expenditures to implement the actions. Add additional rows to the table as needed.
● Describe any substantive differences between the planned actions and/or budgeted expenditures for the distance learning
program and what was implemented and/or expended on the actions, as applicable.
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Analysis of the Distance Learning Program
● Using available state and/or local data and feedback from stakeholders, including parents, students, teachers and staff, describe
the successes and challenges experienced in implementing distance learning in the 2020-21 school year in each of the following
areas, as applicable:
o Continuity of Instruction,
o Access to Devices and Connectivity,
o Pupil Participation and Progress,
o Distance Learning Professional Development,
o Staff Roles and Responsibilities, and
o Supports for Pupils with Unique Needs, including English learners, pupils with exceptional needs served across the full
continuum of placements, pupils in foster care, and pupils who are experiencing homelessness
To the extent practicable, LEAs are encouraged to include an analysis of the effectiveness of the distance learning program to
date. If distance learning was not provided to any students in 2020-21, please state as such.

Actions Related to Pupil Learning Loss
● In the table, identify the planned actions and the budgeted expenditures to implement actions related to addressing pupil learning
loss and the estimated actual expenditures to implement the actions. Add additional rows to the table as needed.
● Describe any substantive differences between the planned actions and/or budgeted expenditures for addressing pupil learning
loss and what was implemented and/or expended on the actions, as applicable.

Analysis of Pupil Learning Loss
● Using available state and/or local data and feedback from stakeholders, including parents, students, teachers and staff, describe
the successes and challenges experienced in addressing Pupil Learning Loss in the 2020-21 school year, as applicable. To the
extent practicable, include an analysis of the effectiveness of the efforts to address pupil learning loss, including for pupils who
are English learners; low-income; foster youth; pupils with exceptional needs; and pupils who are experiencing homelessness,
as applicable.
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Analysis of Mental Health and Social and Emotional Well-Being
● Using available state and/or local data and feedback from stakeholders, including parents, students, teachers and staff, describe
the successes and challenges experienced in monitoring and supporting Mental Health and Social and Emotional Well-Being of
both pupils and staff during the 2020-21 school year, as applicable.

Analysis of Pupil and Family Engagement and Outreach
● Using available state and/or local data and feedback from stakeholders, including parents, students, teachers and staff, describe
the successes and challenges related to pupil engagement and outreach during the 2020-21 school year, including implementing
tiered reengagement strategies for pupils who were absent from distance learning and the efforts of the LEA in reaching out to
pupils and their parents or guardians when pupils were not meeting compulsory education requirements or engaging in
instruction, as applicable.

Analysis of School Nutrition
● Using available state and/or local data and feedback from stakeholders, including parents, students, teachers and staff, describe
the successes and challenges experienced in providing nutritionally adequate meals for all pupils during the 2020-21 school
year, whether participating in in-person instruction or distance learning, as applicable.

Analysis of Additional Actions to Implement the Learning Continuity Plan
● In the table, identify the section, the planned actions and the budgeted expenditures for the additional actions and the estimated
actual expenditures to implement the actions, as applicable. Add additional rows to the table as needed.
● Describe any substantive differences between the planned actions and/or budgeted expenditures for the additional actions to
implement the learning continuity plan and what was implemented and/or expended on the actions, as applicable.

Overall Analysis of the 2020-21 Learning Continuity and Attendance Plan
The Overall Analysis prompts are to be responded to only once, following an analysis of the Learning Continuity and Attendance Plan.
● Provide an explanation of how the lessons learned from implementing in-person and distance learning programs in 2020-21
have informed the development of goals and actions in the 2021–24 LCAP.
o As part of this analysis, LEAs are encouraged to consider how their ongoing response to the COVID-19 pandemic has
informed the development of goals and actions in the 2021–24 LCAP, such as health and safety considerations, distance
learning, monitoring and supporting mental health and social-emotional well-being and engaging pupils and families.
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● Provide an explanation of how pupil learning loss continues to be assessed and addressed in the 2021–24 LCAP, especially for
pupils with unique needs (including low income students, English learners, pupils with disabilities served across the full
continuum of placements, pupils in foster care, and pupils who are experiencing homelessness).
● Describe any substantive differences between the actions and/or services identified as contributing towards meeting the
increased or improved services requirement, pursuant to California Code of Regulations, Title 5 (5 CCR) Section 15496, and the
actions and/or services that the LEA implemented to meet the increased or improved services requirement. If the LEA has
provided a description of substantive differences to actions and/or services identified as contributing towards meeting the
increased or improved services requirement within the In-Person Instruction, Distance Learning Program, Learning Loss, or
Additional Actions sections of the Annual Update the LEA is not required to include those descriptions as part of this description.

Overall Analysis of the 2019-20 LCAP and the 2020-21 Learning Continuity and
Attendance Plan
The Overall Analysis prompt is to be responded to only once, following the analysis of both the 2019-20 LCAP and the 2020-21
Learning Continuity and Attendance Plan.
● Describe how the analysis and reflection related to student outcomes in the 2019-20 LCAP and 2020-21 Learning Continuity and
Attendance Plan have informed the development of the 21-22 through 23-24 LCAP, as applicable.
California Department of Education
January 2021
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BELLA MENTE CHARTER SCHOOL- AGENDA ITEM VIII. 2.
TO: Board of Directors
FROM: Executive Director
DATE: May 11, 2021
SUBJECT: Second Read of the 2021-24 Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) to collect
feedback from stakeholders
ISSUE: Each year the school needs to present an updated Local Control and Accountability plan to the
Board of Directors which is approved before June 30.
BACKGROUND: In 2013, the State of California adopted a new funding system, known as the Local
Control Funding Formula (LCFF), which provides a uniform funding level for every student in California
with additional revenue to serve students with the greatest needs such as our students who are English
learners, children from low-income families, and foster youth.
Under the new formula, school districts must create an LCAP that sets goals for student achievement and
describes how the district will use its budget to achieve those goals, paying particular attention to
traditionally underserved student populations. In developing these plans, districts must get input from
parents, staff, students and the community.
The LCAP includes annual goals aligned to the eight state priorities specified by state officials: student
achievement, student engagement, other student outcomes, school climate, parental involvement, basic
services, implementation of California Standards, and course access.
Charter schools must describe goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and each
LCFF subgroup of students including students with disabilities and homeless youth, for each of the state
priorities that apply for the grade levels served or the nature of the program operated by the charter
school, and any locally identified priorities. For charter schools, the inclusion and description of goals for
state priorities in the LCAP may be modified to meet the grade levels served and the nature of the
programs provided, including modifications to reflect only the statutory requirements explicitly applicable
to charter schools in the EC. Changes in LCAP goals and actions/services for charter schools that result
from the annual update process do not necessarily constitute a material revision to the school’s charter
petition.
Due to COVID, an LCAP was not created for the 20-21 school year. Instead, the Learning Continuity and
Attendance Plan (LCP) replaced the LCAP for this current school year. The Annual Update for the LCP is
discussion item number 1.
The 21-22 school year is the beginning of a new three year goal cycle with goals created by the Principal
with consultation from the school’s stakeholders. The final approval of the LCAP will be during the June
board meeting. The Board is reviewing a 2nd draft at this May meeting. During tonight’s session, the
Board will provide feedback on the three (3) amended goals proposed by the Principal.
FISCAL IMPACT/ FUNDING SOURCE: Supplemental Grant Funds estimated at $327,574.
RECOMMENDATION: N/A
Respectfully Submitted,
Erin Feeley
Executive Director
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Local Control and Accountability Plan
The instructions for completing the Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) follow the template.
Local Educational Agency (LEA) Name
Bella Mente Montessori Academy

Contact Name and Title
Rebecca McQuestion, Principal

Email and Phone
rmcquestion@bellamentecharter.org

Plan Summary [LCAP Year]
General Information
A description of the LEA, its schools, and its students.
Bella Mente Academies is a free public charter school that serves a diverse student population which is founded on the educational philosophy of Dr.
Maria Montessori. The mission of Bella Mente Academies is to provide an educational atmosphere that encourages socioeconomic diversity by providing
all students with the opportunity to obtain a quality public education. Our aim is to prepare each of our scholars with the skills, knowledge, and values
necessary to participate meaningfully in the pluralistic world of the 21st century.
Bella Mente is located in an urban area of Vista, California. Many of our scholars would not have the opportunity to attend a school based on Montessori
philosophy within the urban setting of our school. Bella Mente gives all scholars the opportunity to participate in an educational setting that values an
atmosphere of respect, responsibility, which encourages all to be productive and safe. We believe that each scholar has amazing potential and support
independence and autonomy.
Bella Mente’s 2020-21 student population is 51% Hispanic, 34% White, 8% Multi Race, 2% Black or African American and .01% American Indian. Over
42% of our students are identified as socioeconomically disadvantaged and 38% qualify for free or reduced lunch meals. Currently over 7% of our
population is experiencing homelessness. 13% of our students have special needs.
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a profound impact on our LEA and school community. The school campus closed to onsite learning during the
2019-2020 school year on March 13. The pandemic impact the emotional, social, physical, and educational needs of our scholars. Bella Mente
recognized the disproportionate impact on scholars and families who were already experiencing inequity. These students include English Learners, Foster
Youth, Homeless Youth, Students with Disabilities, and students of color. On April 12, 2021 Bella Mente was able to offer hybrid and distance learning to
our student population.

Reflections: Successes
A description of successes and/or progress based on a review of the California School Dashboard (Dashboard) and local data.
[Respond here]
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Reflections: Identified Need
A description of any areas that need significant improvement based on a review of Dashboard and local data, including any areas of low
performance and significant performance gaps among student groups on Dashboard indicators, and any steps taken to address those areas.
Bella Mente’s personalized learning model based on Dr. Maria Montessori’s educational philosophy is tailored to meet the needs and interests of all
learners. It is a view based on supporting the development of the whole child - physical, social, emotional, cognitive. Using this lens Bella Mente
developed a rigorous distance learning program to support all scholars. While state testing was suspended for the 2019-20 school year, Bella Mente
utilized the research based assessments developed by NWEA to measure scholar learning during this unusual time in educational history.
Bella Mente has introduced a robust online tutoring program to support both English and Spanish speaking students.

LCAP Highlights
A brief overview of the LCAP, including any key features that should be emphasized.
[Respond here]

Comprehensive Support and Improvement
An LEA with a school or schools eligible for comprehensive support and improvement must respond to the following prompts.

Schools Identified
A list of the schools in the LEA that are eligible for comprehensive support and improvement.
[Identify the eligible schools here]

Support for Identified Schools
A description of how the LEA has or will support its eligible schools in developing comprehensive support and improvement plans.
[Describe support for schools here]
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Monitoring and Evaluating Effectiveness
A description of how the LEA will monitor and evaluate the plan to support student and school improvement.
[Describe monitoring and evaluation here]
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Stakeholder Engagement
A summary of the stakeholder process and how the stakeholder engagement was considered before finalizing the LCAP.
[Respond here]

A summary of the feedback provided by specific stakeholder groups.
[Respond here]

A description of the aspects of the LCAP that were influenced by specific stakeholder input.
[Respond here]
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Goals and Actions
Goal
Goal #
[Goal 1]

Description
Bella Mente will offer a California standards based curriculum along with targeted interventions to support academic growth
in ELA and Math for all students as measured by statewide assessments and internal assessments.

An explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal.
Bella Mente demonstrates 54% of the student population are below the state standard in ELA and 67% are below the state standard in Math
on 2018-19 SBAC. Due to COVID 19 students did not participate in SBAC for the 2019-20 school year. Bella Mente began administering
NWEA MAP formative assessment in the 2019-20 school year and maintained using MAP assessments throughout the 2020-21 school year.
The present goal allows a focus on demonstrating growth in both ELA and Math to increase the number of students At or Above grade level
standards.
Students At or Above Grade Level
READING

READING

MATH

MATH

Winter 2020

Winter 2021

Winter 2020

Winter 2021

Kindergarten

66%

83%

49%

83%

First

44%

45%

47%

49%

Second

50%

35%

48%

44%

Third

57%

43%

51%

27%

Fourth

49%

35%

49%

40%

Fifth

49%

49%

34%

36%

Sixth

48%

47%

40%

34%

Seventh

49%

50%

26%

43%

Eighth

39%

48%

47%

43%

Grade Level

MAP data indicates an overall
decrease in students At or Above
Grade Level in both Reading and
Math, except Kindergarten, First grade
and Seventh grade. Intermediate
grades demonstrate a largest decline
in both Reading and Math. In general,
except for Kindergarten, 50% or more
students are performing below grade
level standards.
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Measuring and Reporting Results
Metric

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

California Dashboard

[Respond here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

NWEA MAPs

50% or more
students are below
Grade Level
Standards (see chart
above)

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

Curriculum
Assessments

[Respond here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

Desired Outcome for
2023–24
75% of all students
will be At or Above
Grade Level
Standards

Actions
Action #

Title

[Action 1]

Contributin
g

Description

Total Funds

Reading Specialist will focus on English acquisition for our English
Language Learners.

[$ 0.00]

[Y/N]

[$ 0.00]

[Y/N]

[$ 0.00]

[Y/N]

[A short title for the action; this Wonders Curriculum
[Action #] will appear in the expenditure
tables]
Rosetta Stone Curriculum
[A short title for the action; this Aleks Curriculum
[Action #] will appear in the expenditure
tables]

Goal Analysis [LCAP Year]
An analysis of how this goal was carried out in the previous year.
A description of any substantive differences in planned actions and actual implementation of these actions.
[Respond here]
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An explanation of material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
[Respond here]

An explanation of how effective the specific actions were in making progress toward the goal.
[Respond here]

A description of any changes made to the planned goal, metrics, desired outcomes, or actions for the coming year that resulted from reflections
on prior practice.
[Respond here]

A report of the Estimated Actual Expenditures for last year’s actions may be found in the Annual Update Expenditures Table.

Goal
Goal #
[Goal 2]

Description
Bella Mente will provide a safe community for all scholars which promotes health and well-being, positive social and
emotional development, strong staff/scholar relationships, and a sense of belonging as measured by staff/student/family
surveys.

An explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal.

Measuring and Reporting Results
Metric

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24

[Respond here]

[Respond here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Respond here]

[Respond here]

[Respond here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Respond here]

[Respond here]

[Respond here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Respond here]
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Actions
Action #

Title

Description

Contributin
g
Total Funds

[A short title for the action; this Leader in Me
[Action #] will appear in the expenditure
tables]

[$ 0.00]

[Y/N]

[A short title for the action; this Art Teacher
[Action #] will appear in the expenditure
tables]

[$ 0.00]

[Y/N]

[A short title for the action; this Garden and Nutrition Teacher
[Action #] will appear in the expenditure
tables]

[$ 0.00]

[Y/N]

Goal Analysis [LCAP Year]
An analysis of how this goal was carried out in the previous year.
A description of any substantive differences in planned actions and actual implementation of these actions.
[Respond here]

An explanation of material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
[Respond here]

An explanation of how effective the specific actions were in making progress toward the goal.
[Respond here]

A description of any changes made to the planned goal, metrics, desired outcomes, or actions for the coming year that resulted from reflections
on prior practice.
[Respond here]
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A report of the Estimated Actual Expenditures for last year’s actions may be found in the Annual Update Expenditures Table.
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Goal
Goal #

[Goal 3]

Description
Bella Mente will increase parent involvement through collaboration and open communication and continue to build a
collaborative culture which promotes creativity, responsibility and trust among all stakeholders where diversity and equity are
valued.

An explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal.

Measuring and Reporting Results
Metric

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24

Parent Surveys

[Respond here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Respond here]

[Respond here]

5% of
parents/guardians
attend school
activities

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

50% of
parents/guardians
attend school
activities

[Respond here]

[Respond here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Insert outcome here]

[Respond here]

Actions
Action #

Title

Description

[A short title for the action; this Community Liasion
[Action #] will appear in the expenditure
tables]

Total Funds

Contributin
g

[$ 0.00]

[Y/N]

[A short title for the action; this [A description of what the action is; may include a description of how the [$ 0.00]
[Action #] will appear in the expenditure action contributes to increasing or improving services]
tables]

[Y/N]
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[A short title for the action; this [A description of what the action is; may include a description of how the [$ 0.00]
[Action #] will appear in the expenditure action contributes to increasing or improving services]
tables]

[Y/N]

Goal Analysis [LCAP Year]
An analysis of how this goal was carried out in the previous year.
A description of any substantive differences in planned actions and actual implementation of these actions.
[Respond here]

An explanation of material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
[Respond here]

An explanation of how effective the specific actions were in making progress toward the goal.
[Respond here]

A description of any changes made to the planned goal, metrics, desired outcomes, or actions for the coming year that resulted from reflections
on prior practice.
[Respond here]

A report of the Estimated Actual Expenditures for last year’s actions may be found in the Annual Update Expenditures Table.
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Increased or Improved Services for Foster Youth, English Learners, and
Low-Income Students [LCAP Year]
Percentage to Increase or Improve Services

Increased Apportionment based on the Enrollment of Foster Youth, English Learners, and
Low-Income students

8.52%

$327,574

The Budgeted Expenditures for Actions identified as Contributing may be found in the Increased or Improved Services Expenditures
Table.

Required Descriptions
For each action being provided to an entire school, or across the entire school district or county office of education (COE), an explanation of (1)
how the needs of foster youth, English learners, and low-income students were considered first, and (2) how these actions are effective in
meeting the goals for these students.
[Provide description here]

A description of how services for foster youth, English learners, and low-income students are being increased or improved by the percentage
required.
[Provide description here]
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Instructions
Plan Summary
Stakeholder Engagement
Goals and Actions
Increased or Improved Services for Foster Youth, English Learners, and Low-Income Students
For additional questions or technical assistance related to the completion of the LCAP template, please contact the local COE, or the California
Department of Education’s (CDE’s) Local Agency Systems Support Office by phone at 916-319-0809 or by email at lcff@cde.ca.gov.

Introduction and Instructions
The Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) requires LEAs to engage their local stakeholders in an annual planning process to evaluate their
progress within eight state priority areas encompassing all statutory metrics (COEs have ten state priorities). LEAs document the results of this
planning process in the Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) using the template adopted by the State Board of Education.
The LCAP development process serves three distinct, but related functions:
● Comprehensive Strategic Planning: The process of developing and annually updating the LCAP supports comprehensive strategic
planning (California Education Code [EC] 52064(e)(1)). Strategic planning that is comprehensive connects budgetary decisions to
teaching and learning performance data. Local educational agencies (LEAs) should continually evaluate the hard choices they make
about the use of limited resources to meet student and community needs to ensure opportunities and outcomes are improved for all
students.
● Meaningful Stakeholder Engagement: The LCAP development process should result in an LCAP that reflects decisions made through
meaningful stakeholder engagement (EC 52064(e)(1)). Local stakeholders possess valuable perspectives and insights about an LEA's
programs and services. Effective strategic planning will incorporate these perspectives and insights in order to identify potential goals
and actions to be included in the LCAP.
● Accountability and Compliance: The LCAP serves an important accountability function because aspects of the LCAP template require
LEAs to show that they have complied with various requirements specified in the LCFF statutes and regulations, most notably:
o Demonstrating that LEAs are increasing or improving services for foster youth, English learners, and low-income students in
proportion to the amount of additional funding those students generate under LCFF (EC 52064(b)(4-6)).
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o Establishing goals, supported by actions and related expenditures, that address the statutory priority areas and statutory metrics
(EC 52064(b)(1) & (2)).
o Annually reviewing and updating the LCAP to reflect progress toward the goals (EC 52064(b)(7)).
The LCAP template, like each LEA’s final adopted LCAP, is a document, not a process. LEAs must use the template to memorialize the
outcome of their LCAP development process, which should: (a) reflect comprehensive strategic planning (b) through meaningful engagement
with stakeholders that (c) meets legal requirements, as reflected in the final adopted LCAP. The sections included within the LCAP template do
not and cannot reflect the full development process, just as the LCAP template itself is not intended as a stakeholder engagement tool.
If a county superintendent of schools has jurisdiction over a single school district, the county board of education and the governing board of the
school district may adopt and file for review and approval a single LCAP consistent with the requirements in EC sections 52060, 52062, 52066,
52068, and 52070. The LCAP must clearly articulate to which entity’s budget (school district or county superintendent of schools) all budgeted
and actual expenditures are aligned.
The revised LCAP template for the 2021–22, 2022–23, and 2023–24 school years reflects statutory changes made through Assembly Bill 1840
(Committee on Budget), Chapter 243, Statutes of 2018. These statutory changes enhance transparency regarding expenditures on actions
included in the LCAP, including actions that contribute to meeting the requirement to increase or improve services for foster youth, English
learners, and low-income students, and to streamline the information presented within the LCAP to make adopted LCAPs more accessible for
stakeholders and the public.
At its most basic, the adopted LCAP should attempt to distill not just what the LEA is doing, but also allow stakeholders to understand why, and
whether those strategies are leading to improved opportunities and outcomes for students. LEAs are strongly encouraged to use language and
a level of detail in their adopted LCAPs intended to be meaningful and accessible for the LEA’s diverse stakeholders and the broader public.
In developing and finalizing the LCAP for adoption, LEAs are encouraged to keep the following overarching frame at the forefront of the
strategic planning and stakeholder engagement functions:
Given present performance across the state priorities and on indicators in the California School Dashboard, how is the LEA using its
budgetary resources to respond to student and community needs, and address any performance gaps, including by meeting its
obligation to increase or improve services for foster youth, English learners, and low-income students?
LEAs are encouraged to focus on a set of metrics or a set of actions that the LEA believes, based on input gathered from stakeholders,
research, and experience, will have the biggest impact on behalf of its students.
These instructions address the requirements for each section of the LCAP, but may include information about effective practices when
developing the LCAP and completing the LCAP itself. Additionally, information is included at the beginning of each section emphasizing the
purpose that each section serves.
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Plan Summary
Purpose
A well-developed Plan Summary section provides a meaningful context for the LCAP. This section provides information about an LEA’s
community as well as relevant information about student needs and performance. In order to provide a meaningful context for the rest of the
LCAP, the content of this section should be clearly and meaningfully related to the content included in the subsequent sections of the LCAP.

Requirements and Instructions
General Information – Briefly describe the students and community. For example, information about an LEA in terms of geography, enrollment,
or employment, the number and size of specific schools, recent community challenges, and other such information as an LEA wishes to include
can enable a reader to more fully understand an LEA’s LCAP.
Reflections: Successes – Based on a review of performance on the state indicators and local performance indicators included in the
Dashboard, progress toward LCAP goals, local self-assessment tools, stakeholder input, and any other information, what progress is the LEA
most proud of and how does the LEA plan to maintain or build upon that success? This may include identifying specific examples of how past
increases or improvements in services for foster youth, English learners, and low-income students have led to improved performance for these
students.
Reflections: Identified Need – Referring to the Dashboard, identify: (a) any state indicator for which overall performance was in the “Red” or
“Orange” performance category or any local indicator where the LEA received a “Not Met” or “Not Met for Two or More Years” rating AND (b)
any state indicator for which performance for any student group was two or more performance levels below the “all student” performance. What
steps is the LEA planning to take to address these areas of low performance and performance gaps? Other needs may be identified using
locally collected data including data collected to inform the self-reflection tools and reporting local indicators on the Dashboard.
LCAP Highlights – Identify and briefly summarize the key features of this year’s LCAP.
Comprehensive Support and Improvement – An LEA with a school or schools identified for comprehensive support and improvement (CSI)
under the Every Student Succeeds Act must respond to the following prompts:
● Schools Identified: Identify the schools within the LEA that have been identified for CSI.
● Support for Identified Schools: Describe how the LEA has or will support the identified schools in developing CSI plans that included a
school-level needs assessment, evidence-based interventions, and the identification of any resource inequities to be addressed through
the implementation of the CSI plan.
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● Monitoring and Evaluating Effectiveness: Describe how the LEA will monitor and evaluate the implementation and effectiveness of the
CSI plan to support student and school improvement.

Stakeholder Engagement
Purpose
Significant and purposeful engagement of parents, students, educators, and other stakeholders, including those representing the student
groups identified by LCFF, is critical to the development of the LCAP and the budget process. Consistent with statute, such stakeholder
engagement should support comprehensive strategic planning, accountability, and improvement across the state priorities and locally identified
priorities (EC 52064(e)(1)). Stakeholder engagement is an ongoing, annual process.
This section is designed to reflect how stakeholder engagement influenced the decisions reflected in the adopted LCAP. The goal is to allow
stakeholders that participated in the LCAP development process and the broader public understand how the LEA engaged stakeholders and
the impact of that engagement. LEAs are encouraged to keep this goal in the forefront when completing this section.
Statute and regulations specify the stakeholder groups that school districts and COEs must consult when developing the LCAP: teachers,
principals, administrators, other school personnel, local bargaining units of the LEA, parents, and students. Before adopting the LCAP, school
districts and COEs must share it with the Parent Advisory Committee and, if applicable, to its English Learner Parent Advisory Committee. The
superintendent is required by statute to respond in writing to the comments received from these committees. School districts and COEs must
also consult with the special education local plan area administrator(s) when developing the LCAP. Statute requires charter schools to consult
with teachers, principals, administrators, other school personnel, parents, and students in developing the LCAP. The LCAP should also be
shared with, and LEAs should request input from, schoolsite-level advisory groups, as applicable (e.g., schoolsite councils, English Learner
Advisory Councils, student advisory groups, etc.), to facilitate alignment between schoolsite and district-level goals and actions.
Information and resources that support effective stakeholder engagement, define student consultation, and provide the requirements for
advisory group composition, can be found under Resources on the following web page of the CDE’s website: https://www.cde.ca.gov/re/lc/.

Requirements and Instructions
Below is an excerpt from the 2018–19 Guide for Annual Audits of K–12 Local Education Agencies and State Compliance Reporting, which is
provided to highlight the legal requirements for stakeholder engagement in the LCAP development process:
Local Control and Accountability Plan:
For county offices of education and school districts only, verify the LEA:
a) Presented the local control and accountability plan to the parent advisory committee in accordance with Education Code section
52062(a)(1) or 52068(a)(1), as appropriate.
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b) If applicable, presented the local control and accountability plan to the English learner parent advisory committee, in accordance
with Education Code section 52062(a)(2) or 52068(a)(2), as appropriate.
c) Notified members of the public of the opportunity to submit comments regarding specific actions and expenditures proposed to be
included in the local control and accountability plan in accordance with Education Code section 52062(a)(3) or 52068(a)(3), as
appropriate.
d) Held at least one public hearing in accordance with Education Code section 52062(b)(1) or 52068(b)(1), as appropriate.
e) Adopted the local control and accountability plan in a public meeting in accordance with Education Code section 52062(b)(2) or
52068(b)(2), as appropriate.
Prompt 1: “A summary of the stakeholder process and how the stakeholder engagement was considered before finalizing the LCAP.”
Describe the stakeholder engagement process used by the LEA to involve stakeholders in the development of the LCAP, including, at a
minimum, describing how the LEA met its obligation to consult with all statutorily required stakeholder groups as applicable to the type of LEA.
A sufficient response to this prompt must include general information about the timeline of the process and meetings or other engagement
strategies with stakeholders. A response may also include information about an LEA’s philosophical approach to stakeholder engagement.
Prompt 2: “A summary of the feedback provided by specific stakeholder groups.”
Describe and summarize the stakeholder feedback provided by specific stakeholders. A sufficient response to this prompt will indicate ideas,
trends, or inputs that emerged from an analysis of the feedback received from stakeholders.
Prompt 3: “A description of the aspects of the LCAP that were influenced by specific stakeholder input.”
A sufficient response to this prompt will provide stakeholders and the public clear, specific information about how the stakeholder engagement
process influenced the development of the LCAP. The response must describe aspects of the LCAP that were influenced by or developed in
response to the stakeholder feedback described in response to Prompt 2. This may include a description of how the LEA prioritized stakeholder
requests within the context of the budgetary resources available or otherwise prioritized areas of focus within the LCAP. For the purposes of this
prompt, “aspects” of an LCAP that may have been influenced by stakeholder input can include, but are not necessarily limited to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Inclusion of a goal or decision to pursue a Focus Goal (as described below)
Inclusion of metrics other than the statutorily required metrics
Determination of the desired outcome on one or more metrics
Inclusion of performance by one or more student groups in the Measuring and Reporting Results subsection
Inclusion of action(s) or a group of actions
Elimination of action(s) or group of actions
Changes to the level of proposed expenditures for one or more actions
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●
●
●
●
●

Inclusion of action(s) as contributing to increased or improved services for unduplicated services
Determination of effectiveness of the specific actions to achieve the goal
Determination of material differences in expenditures
Determination of changes made to a goal for the ensuing LCAP year based on the annual update process
Determination of challenges or successes in the implementation of actions

Goals and Actions
Purpose
Well-developed goals will clearly communicate to stakeholders what the LEA plans to accomplish, what the LEA plans to do in order to
accomplish the goal, and how the LEA will know when it has accomplished the goal. A goal statement, associated metrics and expected
outcomes, and the actions included in the goal should be in alignment. The explanation for why the LEA included a goal is an opportunity for
LEAs to clearly communicate to stakeholders and the public why, among the various strengths and areas for improvement highlighted by
performance data and strategies and actions that could be pursued, the LEA decided to pursue this goal, and the related metrics, expected
outcomes, actions, and expenditures.
A well-developed goal can be focused on the performance relative to a metric or metrics for all students, a specific student group(s), narrowing
performance gaps, or implementing programs or strategies expected to impact outcomes. LEAs should assess the performance of their student
groups when developing goals and the related actions to achieve such goals.

Requirements and Instructions
LEAs should prioritize the goals, specific actions, and related expenditures included within the LCAP within one or more state priorities. LEAs
should consider performance on the state and local indicators, including their locally collected and reported data for the local indicators that are
included in the Dashboard in determining whether and how to prioritize its goals within the LCAP.
In order to support prioritization of goals, the LCAP template provides LEAs with the option of developing three different kinds of goals:
● Focus Goal: A Focus Goal is relatively more concentrated in scope and may focus on a fewer number of metrics to measure
improvement. A Focus Goal statement will be time bound and make clear how the goal is to be measured.
● Broad Goal: A Broad Goal is relatively less concentrated in its scope and may focus on improving performance across a wide range of
metrics.
● Maintenance of Progress Goal: A Maintenance of Progress Goal includes actions that may be ongoing without significant changes and
allows an LEA to track performance on any metrics not addressed in the other goals of the LCAP.
At a minimum, the LCAP must address all LCFF priorities and associated metrics.
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Focus Goal(s)
Goal Description: The description provided for a Focus Goal must be specific, measurable, and time bound. An LEA develops a Focus Goal to
address areas of need that may require or benefit from a more specific and data intensive approach. The Focus Goal can explicitly reference
the metric(s) by which achievement of the goal will be measured and the time frame according to which the LEA expects to achieve the goal.
Explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal: Explain why the LEA has chosen to prioritize this goal. An explanation must be based
on Dashboard data or other locally collected data. LEAs must describe how the LEA identified this goal for focused attention, including relevant
consultation with stakeholders. LEAs are encouraged to promote transparency and understanding around the decision to pursue a focus goal.
Broad Goal
Goal Description: Describe what the LEA plans to achieve through the actions included in the goal. The description of a broad goal will be
clearly aligned with the expected measurable outcomes included for the goal. The goal description organizes the actions and expected
outcomes in a cohesive and consistent manner. A goal description is specific enough to be measurable in either quantitative or qualitative
terms. A broad goal is not as specific as a focus goal. While it is specific enough to be measurable, there are many different metrics for
measuring progress toward the goal.
Explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal: Explain why the LEA developed this goal and how the actions and metrics grouped
together will help achieve the goal.
Maintenance of Progress Goal
Goal Description: Describe how the LEA intends to maintain the progress made in the LCFF State Priorities not addressed by the other goals
in the LCAP. Use this type of goal to address the state priorities and applicable metrics not addressed within the other goals in the LCAP. The
state priorities and metrics to be addressed in this section are those for which the LEA, in consultation with stakeholders, has determined to
maintain actions and monitor progress while focusing implementation efforts on the actions covered by other goals in the LCAP.
Explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal: Explain how the actions will sustain the progress exemplified by the related metrics.
Measuring and Reporting Results:
For each LCAP year, identify the metric(s) that the LEA will use to track progress toward the expected outcomes. LEAs are encouraged to
identify metrics for specific student groups, as appropriate, including expected outcomes that would reflect narrowing of any existing
performance gaps.
Include in the baseline column the most recent data associated with this metric available at the time of adoption of the LCAP for the first year of
the three-year plan. LEAs may use data as reported on the 2019 Dashboard for the baseline of a metric only if that data represents the most
recent available (e.g. high school graduation rate).
Using the most recent data available may involve reviewing data the LEA is preparing for submission to the California Longitudinal Pupil
Achievement Data System (CALPADS) or data that the LEA has recently submitted to CALPADS. Because final 2020–2021 outcomes on some
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metrics may not be computable at the time the 2021–24 LCAP is adopted (e.g. graduation rate, suspension rate), the most recent data available
may include a point in time calculation taken each year on the same date for comparability purposes.
The baseline data shall remain unchanged throughout the three-year LCAP.
Complete the table as follows:
● Metric: Indicate how progress is being measured using a metric.
● Baseline: Enter the baseline when completing the LCAP for 2021–22. As described above, the baseline is the most recent data
associated with a metric. Indicate the school year to which the data applies, consistent with the instructions above.
● Year 1 Outcome: When completing the LCAP for 2022–23, enter the most recent data available. Indicate the school year to which the
data applies, consistent with the instructions above.
● Year 2 Outcome: When completing the LCAP for 2023–24, enter the most recent data available. Indicate the school year to which the
data applies, consistent with the instructions above.
● Year 3 Outcome: When completing the LCAP for 2024–25, enter the most recent data available. Indicate the school year to which the
data applies, consistent with the instructions above. The 2024–25 LCAP will be the first year in the next three-year cycle. Completing this
column will be part of the Annual Update for that year.
● Desired Outcome for 2023-24: When completing the first year of the LCAP, enter the desired outcome for the relevant metric the LEA
expects to achieve by the end of the 2023–24 LCAP year.
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Timeline for completing the “Measuring and Reporting Results” part of the Goal.

Metric

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome
for Year 3
(2023-24)

Enter information
in this box when
completing the
LCAP for
2021–22.

Enter information
in this box when
completing the
LCAP for
2021–22.

Enter information
in this box when
completing the
LCAP for
2022–23. Leave
blank until then.

Enter information
in this box when
completing the
LCAP for
2023–24. Leave
blank until then.

Enter information
in this box when
completing the
LCAP for
2024–25. Leave
blank until then.

Enter information
in this box when
completing the
LCAP for
2021–22.

The metrics may be quantitative or qualitative; but at minimum, an LEA’s LCAP must include goals that are measured using all of the applicable
metrics for the related state priorities, in each LCAP year as applicable to the type of LEA. To the extent a state priority does not specify one or
more metrics (e.g., implementation of state academic content and performance standards), the LEA must identify a metric to use within the
LCAP. For these state priorities, LEAs are encouraged to use metrics based on or reported through the relevant self-reflection tool for local
indicators within the Dashboard.
Actions: Enter the action number. Provide a short title for the action. This title will also appear in the expenditure tables. Provide a description
of the action. Enter the total amount of expenditures associated with this action. Budgeted expenditures from specific fund sources will be
provided in the summary expenditure tables. Indicate whether the action contributes to meeting the increase or improved services requirement
as described in the Increased or Improved Services section using a “Y” for Yes or an “N” for No. (Note: for each such action offered on an
LEA-wide or schoolwide basis, the LEA will need to provide additional information in the Increased or Improved Summary Section to address
the requirements in California Code of Regulations, Title 5 [5 CCR] Section 15496(b) in the Increased or Improved Services Section of the
LCAP).
Actions for English Learners: School districts, COEs, and charter schools that have a numerically significant English learner student
subgroup must include specific actions in the LCAP related to, at a minimum, the language acquisition programs, as defined in EC
Section 306, provided to students and professional development activities specific to English learners.
Actions for Foster Youth: School districts, COEs, and charter schools that have a numerically significant Foster Youth student
subgroup are encouraged to include specific actions in the LCAP designed to meet needs specific to Foster Youth students.
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Goal Analysis:
Enter the LCAP Year
Using actual annual measurable outcome data, including data from the Dashboard, analyze whether the planned actions were effective in
achieving the goal. Respond to the prompts as instructed.
● Describe the overall implementation of the actions to achieve the articulated goal. Include a discussion of relevant challenges and
successes experienced with the implementation process. This must include any instance where the LEA did not implement a planned
action or implemented a planned action in a manner that differs substantively from how it was described in the adopted LCAP.
● Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures. Minor variances in expenditures do not
need to be addressed, and a dollar-for-dollar accounting is not required.
● Describe the effectiveness of the specific actions to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA. In some cases, not all actions
in a goal will be intended to improve performance on all of the metrics associated with the goal. When responding to this prompt, LEAs
may assess the effectiveness of a single action or group of actions within the goal in the context of performance on a single metric or
group of specific metrics within the goal that are applicable to the action(s). Grouping actions with metrics will allow for more robust
analysis of whether the strategy the LEA is using to impact a specified set of metrics is working and increase transparency for
stakeholders. LEAs are encouraged to use such an approach when goals include multiple actions and metrics that are not closely
associated.
● Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the data provided in the Dashboard or other local data, as applicable.

Increased or Improved Services for Foster Youth, English Learners, and Low-Income
Students
Purpose
A well-written Increased or Improved Services section provides stakeholders with a comprehensive description, within a single dedicated
section, of how an LEA plans to increase or improved services for its unduplicated students as compared to all students and how LEA-wide or
schoolwide actions identified for this purpose meet regulatory requirements. Descriptions provided should include sufficient detail yet be
sufficiently succinct to promote a broader understanding of stakeholders to facilitate their ability to provide input. An LEA’s description in this
section must align with the actions included in the Goals and Actions section as contributing.

Requirements and Instructions
This section must be completed for each LCAP year.
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When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3, copy the “Increased or Improved Services” section and enter the appropriate LCAP year. Using
the copy of the section, complete the section as required for the relevant LCAP year. Retain all prior year sections for each of the three years
within the LCAP.
Percentage to Increase or Improve Services: Identify the percentage by which services for unduplicated pupils must be increased or
improved as compared to the services provided to all students in the LCAP year as calculated pursuant to 5 CCR Section 15496(a)(7).
Increased Apportionment based on the enrollment of Foster Youth, English Learners, and Low-Income Students: Specify the estimate
of the amount of funds apportioned on the basis of the number and concentration of unduplicated pupils for the LCAP year.
Required Descriptions:
For each action being provided to an entire school, or across the entire school district or county office of education (COE), an
explanation of (1) how the needs of foster youth, English learners, and low-income students were considered first, and (2) how these
actions are effective in meeting the goals for these students.
For each action included in the Goals and Actions section as contributing to the increased or improved services requirement for unduplicated
pupils and provided on an LEA-wide or schoolwide basis, the LEA must include an explanation consistent with 5 CCR Section 15496(b). For
any such actions continued into the 2021–24 LCAP from the 2017–2020 LCAP, the LEA must determine whether or not the action was effective
as expected, and this determination must reflect evidence of outcome data or actual implementation to date.
Principally Directed and Effective: An LEA demonstrates how an action is principally directed towards and effective in meeting the LEA’s
goals for unduplicated students when the LEA explains how:
● It considers the needs, conditions, or circumstances of its unduplicated pupils;
● The action, or aspect(s) of the action (including, for example, its design, content, methods, or location), is based on these considerations;
and
● The action is intended to help achieve an expected measurable outcome of the associated goal.
As such, the response provided in this section may rely on a needs assessment of unduplicated students.
Conclusory statements that a service will help achieve an expected outcome for the goal, without an explicit connection or further explanation
as to how, are not sufficient. Further, simply stating that an LEA has a high enrollment percentage of a specific student group or groups does
not meet the increase or improve services standard because enrolling students is not the same as serving students.
For example, if an LEA determines that low-income students have a significantly lower attendance rate than the attendance rate for all students,
it might justify LEA-wide or schoolwide actions to address this area of need in the following way:
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After assessing the needs, conditions, and circumstances of our low-income students, we learned that the attendance rate of our
low-income students is 7% lower than the attendance rate for all students. (Needs, Conditions, Circumstances [Principally Directed])
In order to address this condition of our low-income students, we will develop and implement a new attendance program that is designed
to address some of the major causes of absenteeism, including lack of reliable transportation and food, as well as a school climate that
does not emphasize the importance of attendance. Goal N, Actions X, Y, and Z provide additional transportation and nutritional resources
as well as a districtwide educational campaign on the benefits of high attendance rates. (Contributing Action(s))
These actions are being provided on an LEA-wide basis and we expect/hope that all students with less than a 100% attendance rate will
benefit. However, because of the significantly lower attendance rate of low-income students, and because the actions meet needs most
associated with the chronic stresses and experiences of a socio-economically disadvantaged status, we expect that the attendance rate
for our low-income students will increase significantly more than the average attendance rate of all other students. (Measurable
Outcomes [Effective In])
COEs and Charter Schools: Describe how actions included as contributing to meeting the increased or improved services requirement on an
LEA-wide basis are principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priorities as
described above. In the case of COEs and charter schools, schoolwide and LEA-wide are considered to be synonymous.

For School Districts Only:
Actions Provided on an LEA-Wide Basis:
Unduplicated Percentage > 55%: For school districts with an unduplicated pupil percentage of 55% or more, describe how these actions are
principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priorities as described above.
Unduplicated Percentage < 55%: For school districts with an unduplicated pupil percentage of less than 55%, describe how these actions are
principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priorities. Also describe how the
actions are the most effective use of the funds to meet these goals for its unduplicated pupils. Provide the basis for this determination,
including any alternatives considered, supporting research, experience, or educational theory.
Actions Provided on a Schoolwide Basis:
School Districts must identify in the description those actions being funded and provided on a schoolwide basis, and include the required
description supporting the use of the funds on a schoolwide basis.
For schools with 40% or more enrollment of unduplicated pupils: Describe how these actions are principally directed to and effective in
meeting its goals for its unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priorities.
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For school districts expending funds on a schoolwide basis at a school with less than 40% enrollment of unduplicated pupils:
Describe how these actions are principally directed to and how the actions are the most effective use of the funds to meet its goals for foster
youth, English learners, and low-income students in the state and any local priorities.
“A description of how services for foster youth, English learners, and low-income students are being increased or improved by the
percentage required.”
Consistent with the requirements of 5 CCR Section 15496, describe how services provided for unduplicated pupils are increased or improved
by at least the percentage calculated as compared to the services provided for all students in the LCAP year. To improve services means to
grow services in quality and to increase services means to grow services in quantity. Services are increased or improved by those actions in the
LCAP that are included in the Goals and Actions section as contributing to the increased or improved services requirement. This description
must address how these action(s) are expected to result in the required proportional increase or improvement in services for unduplicated
pupils as compared to the services the LEA provides to all students for the relevant LCAP year.

Expenditure Tables
Complete the Data Entry table for each action in the LCAP. The information entered into this table will automatically populate the other
Expenditure Tables. All information is entered into the Data Entry table. Do not enter data into the other tables.
The following expenditure tables are required to be included in the LCAP as adopted by the local governing board or governing body:
● Table 1: Actions
● Table 2: Total Expenditures
● Table 3: Contributing Expenditures
● Table 4: Annual Update Expenditures
The Data Entry table may be included in the LCAP as adopted by the local governing board or governing body, but is not required to be
included.
In the Data Entry table, provide the following information for each action in the LCAP for the relevant LCAP year:
● Goal #: Enter the LCAP Goal number for the action.
● Action #: Enter the action’s number as indicated in the LCAP Goal.
● Action Title: Provide a title of the action.
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● Student Group(s): Indicate the student group or groups who will be the primary beneficiary of the action by entering “All”, or by entering
a specific student group or groups.
● Increased / Improved: Type “Yes” if the action is included as contributing to meeting the increased or improved services; OR, type “No”
if the action is not included as contributing to meeting the increased or improved services.
● If “Yes” is entered into the Contributing column, then complete the following columns:
o Scope: The scope of an action may be LEA-wide (i.e. districtwide, countywide, or charterwide), schoolwide, or limited. An action
that is LEA-wide in scope upgrades the entire educational program of the LEA. An action that is schoolwide in scope upgrades the
entire educational program of a single school. An action that is limited in its scope is an action that serves only one or more
unduplicated student groups.
o Unduplicated Student Group(s): Regardless of scope, contributing actions serve one or more unduplicated student groups.
Indicate one or more unduplicated student groups for whom services are being increased or improved as compared to what all
students receive.
o Location: Identify the location where the action will be provided. If the action is provided to all schools within the LEA, the LEA
must indicate “All Schools”. If the action is provided to specific schools within the LEA or specific grade spans only, the LEA must
enter “Specific Schools” or “Specific Grade Spans”. Identify the individual school or a subset of schools or grade spans (e.g., all
high schools or grades K-5), as appropriate.
● Time Span: Enter “ongoing” if the action will be implemented for an indeterminate period of time. Otherwise, indicate the span of time for
which the action will be implemented. For example, an LEA might enter “1 Year”, or “2 Years”, or “6 Months”.
● Personnel Expense: This column will be automatically calculated based on information provided in the following columns:
o Total Personnel: Enter the total amount of personnel expenditures utilized to implement this action.
o Total Non-Personnel: This amount will be automatically calculated.
● LCFF Funds: Enter the total amount of LCFF funds utilized to implement this action, if any. LCFF funds include all funds that make up an
LEA’s total LCFF target (i.e. base grant, grade span adjustment, supplemental grant, concentration grant, Targeted Instructional
Improvement Block Grant, and Home-To-School Transportation).
● Other State Funds: Enter the total amount of Other State Funds utilized to implement this action, if any.
● Local Funds: Enter the total amount of Local Funds utilized to implement this action, if any.
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● Federal Funds: Enter the total amount of Federal Funds utilized to implement this action, if any.
● Total Funds: This amount is automatically calculated based on amounts entered in the previous four columns.
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BELLA MENTE CHARTER SCHOOL- AGENDA ITEM VIII.3.
TO: Board of Directors
FROM: Executive Director
DATE: May 11, 2021
SUBJECT: Final Read of the Expanded Learning Opportunities Grant Plan to access AB 86 funds
ISSUE: The Expanded Learning Opportunities Grant Plan must be adopted by the local governing board
or body of the LEA at a public meeting on or before June 1, 2021, and must be submitted to the county
office of education, the California Department of Education, or the chartering authority within five days
of adoption, as applicable.
BACKGROUND: To be eligible for funding, LEAs must implement a learning recovery program, that at
a minimum, provides supplemental instruction, support for social and emotional well-being, and, to the
maximum extent permissible under the guidelines of the United States Department of Agriculture, meals
and snacks to specified student groups, as defined in Education Code Section 43522, who have faced
adverse learning and social-emotional circumstances.
ELO Grants shall be expended only for any of the following purposes: extending instructional learning
time, accelerating progress to close learning gaps, integrated pupil supports, community learning hubs,
supports for credit deficient pupils, additional academic services, and training for school staff. LEAs are
encouraged to engage, plan, and collaborate on program operation with community partners and expanded
learning programs, and leverage existing behavioral health partnerships and Medi-Cal billing options, in
the design and implementation of services.
The Expanded Learning Opportunities Grant Plan must be completed by LEAs as a condition for
receiving an ELO Grant.
During this Board of Directors meeting, the Board will be asked to approve the plan which was
constructed by staff after compiling feedback from school stakeholders.
Expenditure Plan
The following table provides the LEA’s expenditure plan for how it will use ELO Grant funds to support
the supplemental instruction and support strategies being implemented by the LEA.
Supplemental Instruction and Support Strategies
Extending instructional learning time (After school teachers for an
hourly-waged teachers, and community-based sports agency)

Planned Expenditures
$64,000

Actual Expenditures
[Actual expenditures
will be provided when
available]

Accelerating progress to close learning gaps through the
implementation, expansion, or enhancement of learning supports (7
paraprofessionals) & (supplemental instructional materials)

$168,000

[Actual expenditures
will be provided when
available]

Integrated student supports to address other barriers to learning
full-time counselor

$80,000

[Actual expenditures
will be provided when
available]
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Community learning hubs that provide students with access to
technology, high-speed internet, and other academic supports

N/A

N/A

Supports for credit deficient students to complete graduation or
grade promotion requirements and to increase or improve students’
college eligibility

N/A

N/A

Additional academic services for students (Reading Specialist)

$82,000

[Actual expenditures
will be provided when
available]

Training for school staff on strategies to engage students and
families in addressing students’ social-emotional health and
academic needs (Paraprofessional training at the beginning of the
year and on designated Professional Development days)

$10,000

[Actual expenditures
will be provided when
available]

Total Funds to implement the Strategies

$404,000

[Actual expenditures
will be provided when
available]

FISCAL IMPACT/ FUNDING SOURCE: $404,000 in Expanded Learning Opportunities funding
RECOMMENDATION: Approve the Expanded Learning Opportunities plan as presented by staff to
provide a learning recovery program.

Respectfully Submitted,
Erin Feeley
Executive Director
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California Department of Education
March 2021

Expanded Learning Opportunities Grant Plan
Local Educational Agency (LEA) Name

Contact Name and Title

Bella Mente Montessori Academy

Dr. Rebecca McQuestion, Principal

Email and Phone
rmcquestion@bellamentecharter.org

760-621-8948 Ext 330

The following is the local educational agency’s (LEA’s) plan for providing supplemental instruction and support to students, including
those identified as needing academic, social-emotional, and other supports, including the provision of meals and snacks. The plan will
explain how the LEA will use the funds it receives through the Expanded Learning Opportunities (ELO) Grant to implement a learning
recovery program for at least the students included in one or more of the following groups: low-income students, English learners, foster
youth, homeless students, students with disabilities, students at risk of abuse, neglect, or exploitation, disengaged students, and
students who are below grade level, including, but not limited to, those who did not enroll in kindergarten in the 2020–21 school year,
credit-deficient students, high school students at risk of not graduating, and other students identified by certificated staff.
For specific requirements please refer to the Expanded Learning Opportunities Grant Plan Instructions.

Plan Descriptions
A description of how parents, teachers, and school staff were involved in the development of the plan.
This ELO Grant was presented at a public hearing at the Bella Mente April and May 2021 board meeting for stakeholders, including parents,
teachers, and school staff to discuss and provide any feedback with the purpose of promoting plan involvement prior to the plan adoption at the May
2021 board meeting (in order to meet the June 1 deadline). The school Principal discussed the ELO Grant’s seven supplemental support strategy
options with staff at weekly staff meetings and grade level team meetings. Students in grades 3-8 were surveyed about their interest in extra
supports they would like to see at the school. In addition to discussing options at stakeholder meetings (ie. DELAC, Parent Advisory Council,
Answers with McQuestion), a written parent survey, in English and Spanish, was conducted to receive important feedback from all stakeholders, for
the supplemental instruction and support strategies. Staff, student and family feedback was compiled, resulting in Bella Mente designing a LEA ELO
plan that focused on accelerating progress to close learning gaps through the implementation, expansion, and enhancement of learning supports.
The ELO plan provides integrated student support to address other barriers to learning, additional academic services for students, training for
school staff on strategies to engage students and families in addressing students’ social-emotional health and academic needs.
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A description of how students will be identified and the needs of students will be assessed.
The LEA will utilize Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA) MAP Testing, which is a customizable standard-based normed
assessment program to measure student proficiency and growth. All student groups will participate in the MAP (Measurement of
Academic Progress) which will provide the LEA the ability to effectively assess student academic performance, growth and identify
students for specific interventions. This performance monitoring tool allows the LEA to measure the effectiveness of evidence based
services and instructional supports for students and will identify individualized learning growth areas and targeted instruction to help
close these achievement gaps. Teachers will use MAP data and Bella Mente’s adopted curriculum assessments to evaluate student
progress, plan instruction, and establish flexible intervention groups to reflect the academic needs of their students. Families will be
provided with a written copy of their student’s assessment results and follow-up student progress will be discussed during parent
meetings.
A description of how parents and guardians of students will be informed of the opportunities for supplemental instruction and support.
The adopted ELO plan will be posted on the school website and shared at stakeholder meetings (ie. DELAC, Parent Advisory Council;
Answers with McQuestion). Additionally, during Family Nights, parent conferences, Student Study Team meetings, and IEP meetings,
supplemental instruction, intervention groups, and related support services, such as Mental Health Counseling, will be communicated
by site staff to students and families. All correspondence with parents and guardians is communicated in primary languages, as
applicable.
A description of the LEA’s plan to provide supplemental instruction and support.
Bella Mente’s ELO plan is a representation of the parents, staff, and student’s recommendations. The ELO grant will enable Bella
Mente to use ELO funding to supplement existing instructional programs, extending instructional learning time after school and increase
social and emotional services for English Learners, disengaged students, students with an IEP (Individual Educational Plan), and
students who are below grade level, for the 2021-22 school year. For the 2021-22 school year Bella Mente will employ four Special
Education paraprofessionals. With the ELO grant, Bella Mente will hire seven additional classified paraprofessionals for 5.5 hours a
day and train them in targeted intervention strategies for small group instruction in English Language Arts (ELA) and Math. Bella Mente
will hire a full-time Reading Specialist for more intensive English Language Development and ELA support to accelerate student
academic proficiency, English language proficiency, and accelerate closing the learning gaps. Bella Mente will hire a full time
counselor/social worker to increase integrated student-supports and address other barriers to learning, such as social, emotional,
behavioral concerns, and attendance. Bella Mente will purchase supplemental learning recovery materials targeted to accelerate
student academic proficiency and English language proficiency. Certificated teachers will be hired to provide after school tutoring,
homework assistance, and targeted intervention based on formative assessments from MAP data. Bella Mente’s After school program
will also provide students with opportunities to participate in sports activities to enhance their physical and mental well-being.
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Expenditure Plan
The following table provides the LEA’s expenditure plan for how it will use ELO Grant funds to support the supplemental instruction and
support strategies being implemented by the LEA.
Supplemental Instruction and Support Strategies

Planned Expenditures

Actual Expenditures

Extending instructional learning time (After school teachers for an
hourly-waged teachers, and community-based sports agency)

$64,000

[Actual expenditures will be
provided when available]

Accelerating progress to close learning gaps through the implementation,
expansion, or enhancement of learning supports (7 paraprofessionals) &
(supplemental instructional materials)

$168,000

[Actual expenditures will be
provided when available]

Integrated student supports to address other barriers to learning full-time
counselor

$80,000

[Actual expenditures will be
provided when available]

Community learning hubs that provide students with access to technology,
high-speed internet, and other academic supports

N/A

N/A

Supports for credit deficient students to complete graduation or grade
promotion requirements and to increase or improve students’ college
eligibility

N/A

N/A

Additional academic services for students (Reading Specialist)

$82,000

[Actual expenditures will be
provided when available]

Training for school staff on strategies to engage students and families in
addressing students’ social-emotional health and academic needs
(Paraprofessional training at the beginning of the year and on designated
Professional Development days)

$10,000

[Actual expenditures will be
provided when available]

Total Funds to implement the Strategies

$404,000

[Actual expenditures will be
provided when available]
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A description of how ELO Grant funds are being coordinated with other federal Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief
Funds received by the LEA.
Bella Mente Montessori Academy is coordinating the use of the Expanded Learning Grant and other federal ESSER funds by budgeting
all funding sources to increase student achievement, support the health and well-being for students and staff, and build supportive and
collaborative relationships with our families and community. In 2021-22, the Expanded Learning Grant funds are primarily budgeted
towards integrated student services such as health, counseling, and mental health; tutoring to accelerate progress towards closing the
achievement gap, diagnostic assessments and progress monitoring; and paraprofessional staffing. In 2021-22, the ESSER funds are
primarily budgeted towards school facility repair and improvements to reduce the risk of virus transmission and to support student
health needs. Then, in 2022-23, the ESSER funds are planned to be budgeted towards mental health services and counseling support,
personal protective equipment, sanitation supplies, and professional development efforts.
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Expanded Learning Opportunities Grant Plan Instructions: Introduction
The Expanded Learning Opportunities Grant Plan must be completed by school districts, county offices of education, or charter
schools, collectively referred to as Local Educational Agencies (LEAs), that receive Expanded Learning Opportunities (ELO) Grant
funds under California Education Code (EC) Section 43521(b). The plan must be adopted by the local governing board or body of the
LEA at a public meeting on or before June 1, 2021, and must be submitted to the county office of education, the California Department
of Education, or the chartering authority within five days of adoption, as applicable. The plan must be updated to include the actual
expenditures by December 1, 2022.
For technical assistance related to the completion of the Expanded Learning Opportunities Grant Plan, please contact
ELOGrants@cde.ca.gov.

Instructions: Plan Requirements
An LEA receiving ELO Grant funds under EC Section 43521(b) is required to implement a learning recovery program that, at a
minimum, provides supplemental instruction, support for social and emotional well-being, and, to the maximum extent permissible
under the guidelines of the United States Department of Agriculture, meals and snacks to, at a minimum, students who are included in
one or more of the following groups:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

low-income,
English learners,
foster youth,
homeless students,
students with disabilities,
students at risk of abuse, neglect, or exploitation,
disengaged students, and
students who are below grade level, including, but not limited to, those who did not enroll in kindergarten in the 2020–21 school
year, credit-deficient students, high school students at risk of not graduating, and other students identified by certificated staff.

For purposes of this requirement
● “Supplemental instruction” means the instructional programs provided in addition to and complementary to the LEAs regular
instructional programs, including services provided in accordance with an individualized education program (IEP).
● “Support” means interventions provided as a supplement to those regularly provided by the LEA, including services provided in
accordance with an IEP, that are designed to meet students’ needs for behavioral, social, emotional, and other integrated student
supports, in order to enable students to engage in, and benefit from, the supplemental instruction being provided.
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● “Students at risk of abuse, neglect, or exploitation” means students who are identified as being at risk of abuse, neglect, or
exploitation in a written referral from a legal, medical, or social service agency, or emergency shelter.
EC Section 43522(b) identifies the seven supplemental instruction and support strategies listed below as the strategies that may be
supported with ELO Grant funds and requires the LEA to use the funding only for any of these purposes. LEAs are not required to
implement each supplemental instruction and support strategy; rather LEAs are to work collaboratively with their community partners to
identify the supplemental instruction and support strategies that will be implemented. LEAs are encouraged to engage, plan, and
collaborate on program operation with community partners and expanded learning programs, and to leverage existing behavioral health
partnerships and Medi-Cal billing options in the design and implementation of the supplemental instruction and support strategies being
provided (EC Section 43522[h]).
The seven supplemental instruction and support strategies are:
1. Extending instructional learning time in addition to what is required for the school year by increasing the number of instructional
days or minutes provided during the school year, providing summer school or intersessional instructional programs, or taking any
other action that increases the amount of instructional time or services provided to students based on their learning needs.
2. including, but not limited to, any of the following:
a. Tutoring or other one-on-one or small group learning supports provided by certificated or classified staff.
b. Learning recovery programs and materials designed to accelerate student academic proficiency or English language
proficiency, or both.
c. Educator training, for both certificated and classified staff, in accelerated learning strategies and effectively addressing
learning gaps, including training in facilitating quality and engaging learning opportunities for all students.
3. Integrated student supports to address other barriers to learning, such as the provision of health, counseling, or mental health
services, access to school meal programs, before and after school programs, or programs to address student trauma and
social-emotional learning, or referrals for support for family or student needs.
4. Community learning hubs that provide students with access to technology, high-speed internet, and other academic supports.
5. Supports for credit deficient students to complete graduation or grade promotion requirements and to increase or improve
students’ college eligibility.
6. Additional academic services for students, such as diagnostic, progress monitoring, and benchmark assessments of student
learning.
7. Training for school staff on strategies, including trauma-informed practices, to engage students and families in addressing
students’ social-emotional health needs and academic needs.
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As a reminder, EC Section 43522(g) requires that all services delivered to students with disabilities be delivered in accordance with an
applicable IEP.
Fiscal Requirements
The following fiscal requirements are requirements of the ELO grant, but they are not addressed in this plan. Adherence to these
requirements will be monitored through the annual audit process.
● The LEA must use at least 85 percent (85%) of its apportionment for expenditures related to providing in-person services in any
of the seven purposes described above.
● The LEA must use at least 10 percent (10%) of the funding that is received based on LCFF entitlement to hire paraprofessionals
to provide supplemental instruction and support through the duration of this program, with a priority for full-time
paraprofessionals. The supplemental instruction and support provided by the paraprofessionals must be prioritized for English
learners and students with disabilities. Funds expended to hire paraprofessionals count towards the LEAs requirement to spend
at least 85% of its apportionment to provide in-person services.
● An LEA may use up to 15 percent (15%) of its apportionment to increase or improve services for students participating in
distance learning or to support activities intended to prepare the LEA for in-person instruction, before in-person instructional
services are offered.

Instructions: Plan Descriptions
Descriptions provided should include sufficient detail yet be sufficiently succinct to promote a broad understanding among the LEA’s
local community.
A description of how parents, teachers, and school staff were involved in the development of the plan
Describe the process used by the LEA to involve, at a minimum, parents, teachers, and school staff in the development of the
Expanded Learning Opportunities Grant Plan, including how the LEA and its community identified the seven supplemental instruction
and support strategies that will be implemented. LEAs are encouraged to engage with community partners, expanded learning
programs, and existing behavioral health partnerships in the design of the plan.
A description of how parents and guardians of students will be informed of the opportunities for supplemental instruction and
support.
Describe the LEA’s plan for informing the parents and guardians of students identified as needing supplemental instruction and support
of the availability of these opportunities, including an explanation of how the LEA will provide this information in the parents’ and
guardians’ primary languages, as applicable.
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A description of how students will be identified and the needs of students will be assessed
Describe the LEA’s plan for identifying students in need of academic, social-emotional, and other integrated student supports, including
the LEA’s plan for assessing the needs of those students on a regular basis. The LEA’s plan for assessing the academic needs of its
students may include the use of diagnostic and formative assessments.
As noted above in the Plan Requirements, “other integrated student supports” are any supports intended to address barriers to
learning, such as the provision of health, counseling, or mental health services, access to school meal programs, before and after
school programs, or programs to address student trauma and social-emotional learning, or referrals for support for family or student
needs.
A description of the LEA’s plan to provide supplemental instruction and support
Describe the LEA’s plan for how it will provide supplemental instruction and support to identified students in the seven strategy areas
defined in the Plan Requirements section. As a reminder, the LEA is not required to implement each of the seven strategies; rather the
LEA will to work collaboratively with its community to identify the strategies that will be implemented. The plan must include a
description of how supplemental instruction and support will be provided in a tiered framework that bases universal, targeted, and
intensive supports on students’ needs for academic, social-emotional, and other integrated student supports. The plan must also
include a description of how the services will be provided through a program of engaging learning experiences in a positive school
climate.
As a reminder, EC Section 43522(g) requires that all services delivered to students with disabilities be delivered in accordance with an
applicable individualized education program. Additionally, LEAs are encouraged to collaborate with community partners and expanded
learning programs, and to leverage existing behavioral health partnerships and Medi-Cal billing options in the implementation of, this
plan (EC Section 43522[h]).

Instructions: Expenditure Plan
The ‘Supplemental Instruction and Support Strategies’ column of the Expenditure Plan data entry table lists the seven supplemental
instruction and support strategies that may be supported with ELO Grant funds.
Complete the Expenditure Plan data entry table as follows:
In the ‘Planned Expenditures’ column of the data entry table, specify the amount of ELO Grant funds being budgeted to support each
supplemental instruction and support strategies being implemented by the LEA and the total of all ELO Grant funds being budgeted.
The plan must be updated to include the actual expenditures by December 1, 2022. In the ‘Actual Expenditures’ column of the data
entry table the LEA will report the amount of ELO Grant funds that the LEA actually expended in support of the strategies that it
implemented, as well as the total ELO Grant funds expended.
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A description of how these funds are being coordinated with other federal Elementary and Secondary School Emergency
Relief Funds received by the LEA
Describe how the LEA is coordinating its ELO Grant funds with funds received from the federal Elementary and Secondary School
Emergency Relief (ESSER) Fund provided through the federal Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act of
2021 (Public Law 116-260), also known as ESSER II, to maximize support for students and staff.
California Department of Education
March 2021
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